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1. Introduction 

 

“What you have to do and the way you have to do it is incredibly simple. Whether you 

are willing to do it, that’s another matter.” 

Peter Drucker 

 

The aim of the thesis is to investigate what are the foundations and 

implications of the so-called Digital Transformation, a fast-paced phenomenon 

poised to revolutionise the way organisations arrange and conduct their business. 

In particular, we will analyse how Digital Transformation is influencing business 

models, organisational processes, people’s behaviours and, in general, the relations 

amongst the stakeholders of a company. In other terms, the essay wants to 

recognise and define the characteristics of a state-of-the-art Digital Organisation. 

Moreover, an insight about the role the IT department should play in such 

transformation will be provided.   

Our research will then concentrate on the analysis of Banca Mediolanum, an 

Italian multi-channel bank headquartered in Milan, that has already initiated an 

important path towards the digitalisation of services and processes, as well as of 

increased collaboration and transparency to build its digital culture. 

Digital Transformation is much more than just a renovation of technologies. 

The term Digital not only requires and incorporates in its definition an interaction 

between the technology and its user, but it also brings with it a culture of change 

that implies an organic transformation of the way people use to work and think 

about their contribution to the creation of value.  

The thesis is structured in two parts: Part I is devoted to present some 

theoretical frameworks and results of global researches in the field, while Part II 

deals with the Banca Mediolanum case study and describes the empirical results 

we have found in our research. In particular, Part I includes chapter 2, 3 and 4, 

which complete the presentation of the theoretical framework of study and 

prepare the reader to the case study. In chapter 2 a preliminary definition of 

Digital Transformation is provided, followed by the main forces that today are 
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driving companies to undertake the digital path, such as the need for research 

organic growth, strengthen the relationships with the company’s stakeholder in 

order to gain a competitive advantage, and finally, quickly adapt to keep the pace 

with market competitors. Chapter 3 will present a brief introduction to the global 

scenario, trying to understand how the digital challenge is lived by worldwide 

companies and what is their future vision on the use of new technologies and 

identify those technologies deemed to be the focus of their digital efforts. In 

addition, in chapter 3 it is introduced the classification of firms based on their 

digital maturity, in particular with respect to the two organisational dimensions of 

Digital Transformation theorised in combined research by the MIT and Capgemini 

consulting: the digital intensity dimension - thus the so-called “what” dimension, 

embodying the areas affected by technological advancement - and the 

transformation intensity dimension – i.e. the “how” dimension, representing the 

factors able to transform a simple technology adoption into an organisational 

change. To conclude Part I, chapter 4 digresses on the change management theory 

of John P. Kotter and then the various characteristics for a firm to pass from just 

“looking” digital to being a Digital Organisation.  

Part II, instead, includes chapters 5, 6, 7 and, as already pinpointed, it will be 

devoted to the analysis of the Banca Mediolanum case. In chapter 5 we will report 

the methodology used to carry out the research - a qualitative, inductive study 

based on thirteen open-question interviews to the management and middle-

management - and the company profile of the subject under scrutiny, which will be 

useful for fully understanding the case. Then in chapter 6 it is narrated the digital 

path of transformation of the company, starting from its foundation in 1997 until 

2015. In particular, the analysis has been divided into three different eras: the first, 

from 1997 to 2006, represents the beginning of the internet era, then from 2007 to 

2012 it is the beginning of the mobile era and lastly, from 2013 to 2015, the 

beginning of the Digital Transformation era, marked by the institutionalisation of 

the Digital Mediolanum project. It must be noticed that, even if it were possible to 

talk about a “true beginning” of a particular digital era, this would not imply the 

end of the previous technological period. In fact, the internet started taking hold in 

2000, and even if today it is completely different from that time, we can just talk 
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about an evolution of the instrument into other more advanced versions - e.g. 

mobile technologies leveraged on the internet. To conclude Part II, in chapter 7 the 

main findings of our research will be presented, gathering together the 

motivations that, according to the interviewees, have spurred Banca Mediolanum 

to undertake the Digital Transformation path, the ten factors of success, the role of 

governance and, finally, the difficulties faced and the regrets arisen from the 

transformation of the company until today. Finally, in chapter 9 we will conclude 

the discussion about the research and make some further final considerations. 

Before starting defining Digital Transformation, however, it is appropriate to 

introduce some preliminary concepts and definitions linked to the digital sphere 

that will support the reader in understanding the issue that the present thesis 

addresses.  

First of all, the primary question that can naturally arise is about What digital 

is and What it refers to. Nowadays, in corporate environments, the word digital 

defines the relationship that exists between the increasing intensity of electronic 

information and the connection of two parties: customers and business resources 

(McDonald, McManus & Henneborn, 2014). To put the same concepts in different 

words, Gartner defines digital as “all electronically tractable forms and uses of 

information and technology”. The most important thing to highlight is that digital 

has a broader extent than the company Information Technology Department (IT) 

because it embraces new types of technologies that cannot be controlled by the 

company itself (Aron & Waller, 2014). Moreover, digital also incorporates by 

definition three fundamental characteristics that render it even more far-reaching 

along multiple dimensions of an organisation: transparency, connectivity and 

sharing (Wollan, Palmer & Jain, 2014). 

A non-exhaustive list of examples of the these new technologies may be: 

 Social media like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn etc.; 

 Smart mobiles, used by customers, employees and citizens; 

 Technologies embedded in products, e.g. voice-activating commands in 

automobiles;  

 IT-operational technologies combination, such as factory networks and 

energy grids, telecommunication networks, etc; 
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 The Internet of Things (IoT), which consists of transforming physical objects 

in electronically tractable devices able to connect with other devices thereby 

allowing more integration between the physical and digital world. Experts in 

the field have estimated that in 2020 the IoT will include about 50 billion 

objects (Howard, 2015).  

 Cloud computing, consisting in a model delivering IT services in which data 

would be taken from internet-based technologies rather than from a direct 

connection with the server where such data are stored.  

 Big data analytics, which, in simplistic terms, consist in particular and 

strategic models for analysing a great volume of data, coming for example 

from the social media, sales transactions’ records, sensor and so on. The aim 

of analysing such data is the one of discovering correlations between facts 

and actions that, otherwise, would not be visible to analysts.  

Secondly, another question can be What digital disruption is about. As far as 

disruption is concerned, Clayton Christensen, author of the book The Innovator’s 

Dilemma, says that disruption simply replaces an existing technology, market or 

industry in order to create something brand new that results in an increase of 

efficiency that is at the same time disruptive, challenging and creative 

(Christensen, 1997). Therefore, in the same way, when disruption becomes digital 

disruption, there is a clear break with the past. Through new technological-

enabling solutions disruption incorporates strategies and capabilities that are able 

to change the rules of competition (McDonald, McManus & Henneborn, 2014). 

Finally, what the third questions arising can refer to the meaning of the verb 

“to digitise”, from which digitalisation come from. Indeed, with “to digitise” it is 

intended the application of technologies to business resources and customers. 

Therefore, the created digital resources allow people, physical objects, devices, and 

so on, to develop new abilities. Such abilities, indeed, are exactly the ones that are 

at the bottom of digital disruption and digital business (McDonald, McManus & 

Henneborn, 2014).  
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2. Digital Transformation and forces at work  
 

 

“You need to lead the technology – don’t let it lead you. […] You’re not just buying 

technology, you’re actually pushing your company forward in a different way, 

because technology is there.” 

George Westerman, MIT Center for Digital Business 

 

2.1 WHAT IS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

Digital Transformation (DT) is defined by the MIT Center for Digital Business 

as the use of new technologies to radically improve performance or reach of 

enterprises (Westerman et al. 2011). In other terms, it represents a cutting-edge re-

organisation of the company’s resources and customer relationship, as well as of 

its products and services, with the ultimate aim of increasing revenues, improving 

efficiency and making the overall value of the company grow (McDonald, McManus 

& Henneborn, 2014). As an example we can think of innovative, digital 

technologies as the integration of social media in a company’s value proposition or 

the stakeholders’ mobile connectivity.   

A former definition of Digital Transformation is found in Lankshear & Knobel 

(2008) as the third phase of a digital path a company undertakes throughout its 

digitalisation process, which is characterised by the gradual embracing of digital 

technologies via three steps: the digital competence, the digital usage or digital 

literacy and ultimately the Digital Transformation (Lankshear & Knobel, 2008). To 

further understand this definition and see how it will eventually interact with the 

one proposed above, we will now briefly expand on each of the three steps of the 

digitalization process.  

Firstly, digital competence represents the precursor of the digital path and 

refers to the skills, knowledge and attitudes that people must have in dealing with 

digital. More to the point, digital competence is defined by the working group of the 

European Commission “Education and Training 2010” as the “confident and critical 

use of Information Society Technologies (IST) for work, leisure and communication”. 

In particular, the IST refers to the provision of services linked to the Information 
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Communication Technologies (ICT) – such as internet-based services, digital media 

and electronic content – through the use of digital devices like computers, mobiles, 

tablets, electronic banking machines, e-books, etc. (European Commission, 2014). 

Therefore, for all the aforementioned reasons, digital competence is considered a 

fundamental element in the digitalisation process.  

Secondly, the digital usage, or digital literacy, is another underpinning aspect 

of the three-phased path and is defined as “the successful usage of digital 

competence within life situations” (Lankshear & Knobel, 2008). In other words, 

digital usage involves the use of the technologies to search, find and elaborate 

information in order to develop solutions and services addressing in an effective 

fashion the underlying problem. We can look at this step as a use-test for the 

digital organisation, as it effectively examines if and how an organisation exploits 

its digital dimensions and integrates it into its strategic model.  

The last step is represented by the Digital Transformation, in which digital 

users and managers develop the right degree of innovation and creativity to bring 

about change within a certain domain. This, in particular, represents a step 

forward because it is not limited to enhancing or supporting the organisational 

dynamics already in place, but rather, it would represent the main driver behind 

an organisation’s decision-making process (Lankshear & Knobel, 2008). 

The two above definitions seem to tell two different stories about Digital 

Transformation but, as we will see, they describe the two faces of the same coin. 

Digital Transformation represents today the challenge that enterprises are called 

to face if they want to keep the pace of innovation and stay ahead of their 

competitors, but this challenge also requires some preliminary activities to be 

fulfilled. In fact, it is not sufficient for an enterprise to invest in new technologies 

without properly involving its human resources to make them competent and 

effective users of its digital infrastructure. Investment and training in information 

technologies are necessary conditions for an organisation to be digital, but they are 

not sufficient. A further aim of this paper is to investigate which elements would 

lead an enterprise to successfully instil a Digital Transformation process. Most 

business and innovation challenges are functions of multiple factors, and the 
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Digital Transformation is no exception. The next section will look more holistically 

at these factors.  

 

2.2 FORCES DRIVING TRANSFORMATION 

Many years ago, when the Web was not so largely widespread, the processes 

spurring corporate transformation were exactly the opposite from today. Large 

companies used to explore new fields first and competitors started to follow as 

soon as the innovator’s success turned obvious to everybody. Industry cycles, then, 

could count on a competitive advantage created by timing, i.e. the time between 

customer feedback and competitors’ reaction (McDonald, McManus & Henneborn, 

2014). Today, instead, the digital dynamics have driven transformation towards 

different horizons. Market cycles have dramatically accelerated due to the 

introduction of new elements by the digital dimension as we previously examined: 

transparency, connectivity, and sharing have bent product life-cycle and strategic 

positioning curves as we were used to study them on strategy books. The 

transformative processes, including decisions and actions undertaken therein, 

become more open, sharable and visible to everybody, especially due to the use of 

digital and social channels such as social networks and web-marketing solutions. 

Nowadays, time goes by faster than yesterday and the rhythm at which business 

have to roll is twice as fast as technology has eliminated the latency organisations 

were used to and exploited to learn from their mistakes. Feedbacks given by 

customers are now instantaneous, therefore creating a real-time updating scenario 

that needs to be managed with eclecticism and strategic promptness (Wollan, 

Palmer & Jain, 2014). 

From empirical research it emerges that the three key factors spurring 

companies to undertake Digital Transformation come both from the inside and the 

outside of organisations (Westerman et al, 2011). These factors can represent both 

opportunities as well as threats for companies that risk being overwhelmed if they 

do not act in a timely manner. Indeed, they must decide quickly whether to address 

or not the challenges put forward by the digital era and the implications thereof.  

These three factors can be summarised in the willingness to increase growth, 

engage stakeholders, and keep the pace with of competitors in the market (Gottlieb 
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& Willmott, 2014) (Brown, Sikes & Willmott, 2013) (Hirt & Willmott, 2014).  We 

analyse these three motivating aspects of digitalisation in the following sub-

sections. 

 

2.2.1 Embracing digital to grow 

Companies pondering how to increase top-line growth in an organic way may 

find that digitisation can represent exactly that fundamental asset that can help 

them to succeed in their objective. As an example, some companies have begun to 

understand the big opportunity they would have if they started leveraging on the 

availability of big data and on the possibility of using advanced analytics to build 

their competitive advantage (Gottlieb & Willmott, 2014). In fact, data and the 

information that can be inferred from it can help organisations improving their 

decision-making process as well as performance across business divisions (Hirt & 

Willmott, 2014). Certainly, the investments in new technologies are fundamental 

to increase the efficiency at all levels of the company, but they must to be flanked 

also by investments in growth opportunities if optimal value extraction is the 

overarching objective (McDonald, McManus & Henneborn, 2014). 

 

2.2.2 Engaging stakeholders to gain a competitive advantage 

 Another key motivating factor for undertaking a digital path is represented 

by the perceived need of strengthening the relationship with customers, 

employees, suppliers and partners – the so-called stakeholders – and engage them 

in the activities of the company itself. In fact, social media and new communication 

technologies in general, are opening to cross-communication amongst these 

groups, allowing them to interact more freely and directly than companies and 

executives were used to. The other side of engagement means that such 

information can be exchange in ways that the organisation cannot anticipate (Ernst 

& Young LLP, 2012), with the obvious impossibility of controlling a company’s 

image directly.  

The relationship between companies and customers is now more in the 

hands of the latter than the former. Digital transformation, in fact, is distributing 

more power into much more persons’ hands and this has being made possible 
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thanks to the collaborative networks (Nextvalue, 2014). New digital channels, 

indeed, have put customers in the position to give more direct and quick feedbacks 

to companies that need to adapt to this two-way communication by being as quick 

and direct as their customers are. The widespread use of digital devices such as 

mobiles and tablets are democratising the purchasing experience of customers, by 

allowing them to compare products, prices and other user-generated ratings and 

comments of a particular item or service (Ernst & Young LLP, 2012). Thus, the idea 

at the basis is the one of leveraging on the shifting power to the consumer side and 

use it to build a mutual advantage. On the one hand, leveraging through closer 

interactions between brands and customers, making them feel satisfied and never 

stop engaging consumers in the value creation process of the organisation. On the 

other side using their feedbacks and listening to their direct experience to build a 

unique competitive advantage, thus to develop the right products aligned with 

customers’ needs (Wollan, Palmer & Jain, 2014). 

Regarding the relationship with the other stakeholders, organisations today 

seem to be less aware of the potential in engaging suppliers and partners than the 

one to exploit with customers. The dynamics occurring in the business-to-

customer sphere, especially the need to establish long-lasting relationships and to 

share knowledge, are today being transferred also to the business-to-business 

world. There is, indeed, an increasing necessity to digitally engage them and 

integrate operations between parties. For instance, developing new solutions to 

better manage tracking of inventory would certainly result into a more efficient 

process execution (Ernst & Young LLP, 2012). Moreover, thanks new 

communication technologies, also the product development process would benefit 

if stakeholders were involved. In fact, suppliers themselves represent the 

specialised knowledge the firm can exploit in order to enhance the product or 

services it offers and can be addressed in this way as an external source of 

innovation for the company itself (Schilling, 2010).  

Considering the relationship with employees, organisations today are facing 

the pressure to align corporate methodologies to employees’ need. In fact, it is time 

to start offering people a way to co-work with colleagues close to the one they use 

to interact with the other individuals in their everyday life, for instance by 
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implementing Enterprise Social Networks (ESN) systems (Westerman et al., 2011). 

Digital competences, as already pinpointed, are becoming the fundamental 

ingredients an organisation must have in order to face digital change, and today 

more than ever, companies need to find and retain their digital talents.   

 

2.2.3 Adapting to changes in the competitive landscape  

The dynamics ruling competition at the market and industry level are 

changing very quickly due to digitalisation, and companies find themselves to 

revise their strategies and decide about things that would change dramatically the 

nature of their business.  

Digital Transformation cannot consist in just an application of the technology 

but, rather, it must be a change in the culture and in the way a company organises 

its business. The market forces redefining competition today can be classified in 

seven categories, ranging from pressure on prices, to the emergence of new types 

of competitors, to the trends of globalised markets (Hirt & Willmott, 2014). These 

forces can actually be considered both forces that can drive companies to embrace 

digital and to keep the pace, as well as consequences of a more digitalised 

economy.  These seven forces are:  

 Increasing pressure on margins and prices. Comparison between prices, 

in fact, has become easier due to digital channels, with special reference to 

social media and to the numerous websites aggregating different vendors’ 

price information. For example, in the commercial banking sectors many 

players are making purchasing operations become easier to customers 

through mobile technologies. This particular factor is driving the market to 

a convergence in terms of prices and offerings, making competition harsher;   

 New competitors emerging from different industries.  Digitalisation is 

removing entry-barriers and feeding product differentiation. Thus, new 

competitors can be represented by small start-ups, as well as by established 

players exploring new potentially revenue-generating businesses, as 

Alphabet Inc. or Apple Inc. that are stretching company’s boundaries with 

products that are only marginally related to their new ventures (e.g. the 

Google Wallet or the future Apple Car). From the 2015 PwC’s 18th Annual 
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Global CEO Survey it emerges that about the 56% of the CEOs interviewed – 

meaning 728 CEOs out of 1,300 – think that the some of their strategic 

moves for the next three years would be competing in new sectors, other 

than the ones in which they used to operate; 

 Market dynamics of the winner-takes-all. By definition, a winner-takes-

all situation is represented by a best performer player gaining most of the 

market share and leaving competitors behind. As already pinpointed, many 

commenters believe that these dynamics are expanding because of the 

reduced role of entry barriers allowed by new technologies. At a more 

macroeconomic level, the economy is shifting in part towards more 

information-intensive models. Indeed, digital natives, the so-called 

Generation Y, are more attracted towards dynamic businesses where they 

can exploit at best their abilities, creating in this way a virtuous cycle and 

challenging even more the traditional capital and labour-intensive 

paradigms;  

 Automation versus talent seeking. On the one hand, thanks to 

digitalisation, companies manage to automatize processes and even some 

more knowledge-intensive areas (e.g. oncology diagnostics). This will 

inevitably increase the demand for data-literate human resources by large 

and medium-sized companies. On the other hand, there is an urgent need of 

digital talents who are able to use new technologies in areas where 

automation is not possible (e.g. consulting);  

 Plug-and-play business models. The reduction in transactions costs due 

to digitalisation has provoked the disaggregation of the value chains. In fact, 

nowadays third-parties find it easier to provide their services to other 

companies in order to fill the gap that companies have in their chains;  

 Worldwide standardization of demand and supply. There is an 

increasing rise of systems functioning across borders, of distribution 

playing on a global scale, and of a customer experience tending to uniform 

fashions;   
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 Continuous evolution of business models at higher velocity. Since the 

digital models continue to expand very quickly, companies should adapt the 

model in order to satisfy market’s requests and continue to be profitable.  

 

This chapter outlined Digital Transformation and its constituents, 

underlined the evolving nature of digitalisation and organisational modelling, and 

stressed the attitude, processes, and frameworks that need to be adopted and 

implemented so as to fully and organically digitalise an organisation.  
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3. The global scenario: from numbers to 
early frameworks  

 

 

“Digital’s potential is enormous. It is changing how we conduct our business, tell our 

stories and engage consumers. It’s a rapidly changing landscape and a big part of our 

future.” 

Mark Parker, President and CEO of Nike, Inc. 

 

3.1 A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO GLOBAL TRENDS AND NUMBERS 

From the 2013 PwC’s 16th Annual Global CEO Survey on the global economic 

outlook it emerged that 80% of more than 1,300 CEOs interviewed thought that, in 

the following years, the technological progress of the digital economy would drive 

the business and the organisational change. This trend, according to PwC, would 

have a great impact on the future of enterprises, possibly more than the increasing 

demographics or the shift of geo-economic powers on a global scale (PwC, 2013). 

In particular, Social media, Mobile devices, Analytics and Cloud computing – the so-

called SMAC technologies – would be the protagonists of the Digital 

Transformation of the companies, as already mentioned in the previous chapter.  

We are all experiencing how these new technologies are reshaping how we 

conduct both our private and working lives, but what is dramatically changing is 

the rhythm at which they are evolving and the dynamic environment in which they 

would develop even more. Recent data from the 18th Annual Global CEO Survey in 

2015 reveals, in fact, that this fast-paced technological change is considered 

“problematic” by 58% of the CEOs interviewed worldwide, particularly as it is 

widening the skill and competence gap within their organisations. If not properly 

covered, they fear that such shortage of skills could trigger a slowdown of 

organisational growth itself, once again stressing how primary digitalisation is in 

most companies strategic plans. In particular, according to the survey, the lack of 

skills in organisations represents the second primary reason of concern – for the 

73% of CEOs – after over-regulation (i.e. trade and employment) and cyber threats. 
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At the same time, many CEOs are beginning to learn to deal with digital change 

and, thus, they confirmed that technological investments is effectively creating 

business value, with around the 80% in 2015, affirming that the two most 

important key assets for their corporate strategy are the aforementioned mobile 

technologies and data analytics (PwC, 2015). At a global level, these two 

technologies are followed, in order of strategic importance, by cyber security 

(third place), Internet of Things, socially enabled business processes, cloud 

computing, battery and power technologies, robotics, wearable computing and, 

eventually, 3D printing (Figure 1). An interesting thing to notice is that for Italy the 

vision of the CEOs is slightly different from the one that comes from the aggregate 

data on global scale (PwC Italy, 2015). In fact, if data analytics (84%) and mobile 

(80%) are confirmed to be the most important strategy-wide, a different story is 

told for the third place in the ranking. Italy estimates cloud computing to be the 

third most strategically important technology currently available for improving the 

performance of its companies, followed by Internet of Things, cyber security and 

so on, as showed in Figure 1.  

Figure 1 

 

Source: PwC's 18th Annual Global CEOs Survey 
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On the one hand, mobile technologies are literally revolutionising the way 

customers obtain information about products and services, and on which 

companies cannot detain a thought control anymore. The availability or the 

shortcoming of information that consumers research on a product, in turn, can 

profoundly influence the way they perceive the product value itself or even their 

relationship with the corresponding enterprise. Looking at some numbers, in 2014 

people using mobile technologies were around 4.55 billion, meaning 

approximately the 70% of the world population, with 1.75 billion smartphone 

users. The latter is expected to be about 2.02 at the end of 2015, and to increase 

even more over the next years, driven by Middle-East, Asia Pacific and Africa 

(eMarketer, 2014).  

On the other hand, the availability of data analytics is deeply transforming 

the way company can process data on their customers and, therefore, use that 

information to develop a better understanding of their expectations and build 

products that can perfectly fit their needs (Walker & Niessing, 2014). 

 

Moreover, in order to face that challenge and be successful, the fundamental 

feature that today’s companies must have in their DNA is the ability to adapt to 

such a fast-changing scenario and competition landscape. So, where can companies 

start from? Undoubtedly, one of the most important resources for a company is 

represented by its human capital. For becoming agile and flexible, companies need 

to count on greater human capital diversity. In fact, the mix of talents engaged 

would represent a precious resource for the 85% of the CEOs interviewed as the 

company would be able to tackle problems from a variety of different angles, find 

newer and faster solutions, outpace static competitors and effectively enhance 

business performance.  

In addition, as far as consumers are concerned, a new generation is born. On 

the one hand, they ask for customisable, flexible, and portable kind of products and 

services that become ongoing experiences, able to answer just-in-time to their 

requests. On the other hand, leaders in the market must understand how to exploit 

at best technology in order to improve their product and services, as well as their 

operations, and bring themselves as close as possible to their customers.  
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 Consumers want to augment the real world via technological products. 

Digital technologies, social networks, mobile, business analytics, and cloud 

technologies, if deployed in an efficient and effective manner, can sustain the 

transformation of the enterprises and can recreate many opportunities for value 

creation, different from the ones created in the past.  

Digital Transformation, as already underlined, is not just a technological 

issue but, rather, it represents a challenge for companies in re-defining the 

business itself.  Companies must be open-minded and try to understand deeply the 

opportunities that technological investments can offer them, if they want to unlock 

the real value of their digital investments.  

 

3.2 EARLY FRAMEWORKS: DIGITAL MATURITY FUNDAMENTALS  

Over the last few years, many companies have matured an increasing 

awareness of the opportunities offered by digital, but the step from assisting to 

driving the change is still quite hard to take for many. This is because digital 

maturity is still difficult to reach and only few companies have already managed to 

develop the right capabilities to do that. But what is digital maturity and what is it 

referred to inside a company?  

Digital maturity can be defined as the earned status of a company in which it 

has reached a complete awareness on how to use at best the technologies acquired 

and how to create synergies across organisational silos via the management of 

these technologies in order to increase the performance of the business. Thus, 

driving the change implies not only adopting new technological tools for new 

processes design and digital innovations, but it also means employing a managerial 

digital mind-set capable of changing the company’s culture and business model. 

These factors can be formalised in two distinct dimensions: digital intensity and 

transformation management intensity (Westerman et al., 2011).  

As far as the digital intensity dimension is concerned, it encompasses the 

technological enablers and the initiatives a company can put forward to change the 

way it operates. The three elements characterising this dimension are: the 

digitalisation of the strategic assets – such as customer knowledge, culture, brand, 

products and content, and sales force; the operative areas affected by digitalisation 
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– such as customer engagement, operational processes and features of the 

business model; and ultimately the digital capabilities and investments, which 

include the digital skills and the digital initiatives.  In this model, elaborated by the 

MIT Center for Business Development in collaboration with Capgemini Consulting, 

the digital intensity dimension is also de fined as the “what” dimension, thus 

representing which specific elements are the central pillars of the Digital 

Transformation of an organisation.  

Concerning the transformation management intensity instead, it 

expresses the leadership capabilities necessary to drive the organisational digital 

change in the right direction. We can portray it as including three broad elements: 

the creation and communication of a corporate vision; the establishment of 

governance, of the relationships occurring between core business and IT functions 

and of the measurement mechanisms; the people factor, linked to the way people 

act and react to change, the consequent engagement that it will derive, and the 

digital culture that can be built. In theory, the aforementioned elements should 

intertwine both from a top-down leadership and bottom-up innovation point of 

view, in order to drive the change. This dimension is also defined as the “how” 

dimension, because it embodies the way executives and top-management instil the 

transformation throughout the “what” dimension (Westerman et al., 2012). 

 
Figure 2: The two organisational dimension of Digital Transformation 
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Taking together, these organisational dimensions represent the digital 

maturity of a firm. Therefore, any company that has not developed so far both 

dimensions is to be considered more digitally immature along some sub-

dimensions compared to others.  

The research also attempts to categorise players by building a matrix having 

on the x-axis the transformation management intensity and on the y-axis the 

digital intensity dimension. It is thus possible to highlight four different types of  

corporate approaches to Digital Transformation, reflecting the manifested digital 

maturity of each category of companies. The following four types are represented 

graphically in Figure 3: digital beginners, digital conservatives, digital fashionistas, 

also called digital followers, and digirati, also defined as digital transformers 

(Westerman et al., 2011). 

 

Figure 3: The Digital Maturity Matrix 

 
Source: MIT and Capgemini Consulting, 2011 

 

Firstly, in the bottom left quadrant of the matrix (Figure 3) there are the 

digital beginners, those firms that are very immature on both digital and 
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management dimension. The have certainly adopted older and traditional digital 

tools like Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software, e-mails and Internet or 

even e-commerce, but they ignore the business value of the more advanced 

technologies. Often, companies find themselves in this situation not for a direct 

choice, but more by chance. In fact, they are often unaware of all the benefits that 

they could obtain through updated digital means.  In some cases some digital 

beginners have tried to use new technologies, but without a transformational 

process of the management in support for a successful adoption (Westerman et al., 

2011). 

Secondly, in the lower right quadrant, there are the digital conservatives, 

meaning those organisations that have taken managerial action in favour of digital 

innovation, but they still behave prudently in respect of the adoption of the new 

technological trends. On the one hand, these companies have well developed their 

transformative management intensity, thus they have certainly understood the 

importance of having a strong digital vision, a governance build across silos, 

capable of guiding the organisational transformation, and a digital culture. These 

represent all necessary factors in order to face the digital challenge adequately.  On 

the other hand, digital conservatives want to invest money wisely, and this 

characteristic, together with their sceptical attitude towards embracing new digital 

tools, cause them to miss out on some opportunity of innovation (Westerman et al, 

2012).  

Thirdly, in the top left quadrant there are the digital fashionistas, or digital 

followers, thus those who have invested in the new technological trends - as social 

media or mobile technologies – but they have not still developed a holistic digital 

vision able to overcome organisational silos. In this way, the investment in digital 

they have done would not have an effective Return On Investment (ROI), hence 

business value generation is not granted as no clear synergic structure has been 

devised (Westerman et al., 2011). In other terms, digital fashionistas or digital 

followers are those organisations who expect moderate future transformation of 

their industries. In this perspective, they continue looking at digital with a limited 

vision, considering it as just an IT efficiency-increaser function that helps 
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improving on their existing business activities, yet without a structural 

transformation plan (McDonald, McManus & Henneborn, 2014). 

Finally, in the top right quadrant of the matrix there are the digirati, or digital 

transformers, those firms that have clearly understood and put into action a digital 

vision, a holistic governance and a massive engagement of people, capable of 

driving their Digital Transformation through the realization of higher business 

performance. These companies accompany a big effort on building a digital culture 

that can envision continuous changes and make them be accomplish their 

objectives successfully, with strategic investments and coordinated digital 

initiatives, allowing them to enhance their competitive advantage in the market 

(Westerman et al., 2012). In other terms, the digirati or digital transformers are 

represented by those organisations who expect a significant or even complete 

transformation of their industries by digital in the near future. These organisations 

have a much more profound vision of the digital challenge, seen as the milestone at 

which starting to re-organise their activities, resources and processes of the 

company.  

The approached demonstrated by the so-called digital transformers has 

nothing to do with the behaviour of an isolated start-up entering the market. 

Digital transformers are companies existing in every industry, size or even 

geography (McDonald, McManus & Henneborn, 2014). They profoundly 

understand the mechanisms of the industries they are in and how their strategic 

dynamics are changing in nature, especially with the advancement and diffusion of 

the new technologies. The nature of these dynamics includes, for instance, the 

setting up of different rules for competition and for conducting business, as well as 

the establishment of new ways for measuring intra-industry performance (Hirt & 

Willmott, 2014).  

To have an idea of the misperception that companies can have of their digital 

journey, a research published by Altimeter Group in 2014 shows that 88% of the 

companies surveyed have declared to be undergoing a Digital Transformation, but 

only 25% were effectively mapping customer path and the new digital trends 

(Solis, 2014). According to the MIT and Capgemini Consulting research the 

percentage of companies having developed a high level of digital maturity, 
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enabling them to be digital transformers, was only around the 15% in 2013, while 

the digital beginners were the more numerous. In Figure 4 there is a 

representation of the percentage of the distribution of the various types of 

companies based on their digital maturity (Fitzgerald, Kruschwitz, Bonnet & 

Welch, 2013).  

 

Figure 4 

 
Source: MIT and Capgemini Consulting, 2013 

 

From the graph above it appears clearly that digital beginners represent the 

majority of the firms in the survey, about 65%, and it is therefore reasonable to 

think that this result can reflect the situation on a global scale. Aggregating some 

numbers, on the one hand it turns out that 79% of the sample (65% of beginners 

and 14% of conservatives) have poorly adopted advanced digital technologies in 

their processes and way of doing business – thus they have a low level of digital 

intensity. On the other hand, it results slightly the same, with 80% of firms (65% of 

beginners and 15% of fashionistas) that have a low level of transformational 

management intensity. This means that, while many firms are carrying out digital 

initiatives, only few of them are really executing transformation (Bonnet & 

Westerman, 2014). 

 

3.2.1 Digital maturity versus financial performance 

According to the MIT and Capgemini research, firms that are more digital 

mature perform financially better, and the nature of this result – thus the result 

65%
14%

6%

15%

Companies' distibution by type of digital maturity 

Beginners Conservatives Fashionistas Digirati
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given by different metrics measuring the financial performance – depends either 

on the maturity of their digital intensity dimension or of their transformational 

management one. The three different metrics used are: 

 revenue creation, obtained looking at some indicators such as revenue per 

employee and fixed assets turnover; 

 profitability, measured using as a reference the EBIT margin and the net 

profit margin; 

 market valuation, measured using the Tobin’s Q ratio and the price over 

book ratio. 

First of all, from the graph (Figure 5) it emerges that firms that have an 

higher maturity of their digital dimension manage to grasp more revenues from 

their physical assets. This is because digital intensity favours better management 

of even higher volumes, maintaining unchanged the actual physical capacity of a 

firm. Therefore, revenue creation is higher for digirati and digital fashionistas. 

From the same graph it appears also clear that enterprises that have 

developed an higher maturity of their transformation management intensity result 

being both more profitable and able to outperform competitors in a more effective 

way. This is because carrying out a clear vision and a strong governance can firmly 

support a company to make coherent investments and engage people in finding 

out new opportunities to increase firm’s profits and compete better in the market. 

Therefore, profitability and market valuation are higher and better for digirati and 

digital conservatives (Westerman et al., 2012). 
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Figure 5: Digital maturity vs Financial performance 

 
Source: MIT and Capgemini Consulting, 2012 

 

In this chapter a global perspective about the trends and numbers of the 

Digital Transformation’s adoption by companies was provided. It has been also 

outlined some frameworks about the two main organisational dimensions digital 

maturity addresses to. In next chapter, instead, it will be analysed the step an 

organisation would make in order to digitally transform successfully.  
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4.  How to become a Digital Organisation  
 

 

“I don’t know of any way of managing a disruption other than to be the creator of it.” 

Rajiv Bajaj, Managing Director of Bajaj Auto Limited 

 

4.1 CHANGE MANAGEMENT: WHY COMPANIES FAIL IN EXECUTING 

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

Digressing for a moment from the digital factor, Digital Transformation is 

primarily an issue of organisational transformation, hence of change management. 

In a change phase organisations should be profoundly aware of their objectives 

and of the means through they envisage ensuring these objectives are met.  

In this session we will analyse the eight mistakes companies may make which 

would prevent from transforming successfully. These principles have been 

theorised by John P. Kotter in a previewed Harvard Business Review article in 

1995 and then in his 1996 book Leading Change (Kotter, 1995). With some little 

adjustments to today’ fast changing world, these principles are still contemporary 

and they have been reviewed by Kotter himself in his 2014 book Accelerate: 

Building Strategic Agility for a Faster-Moving World (Kotter, 2014). Adjusting his 

original principles to a modern perspectives, the worst mistakes that might be 

made by firms in driving transformation are the following: 

 

1. Lacking urgency. Firstly, from time to time it is problematic for C-level 

executives to really understand that their organisation needs to adjust 

continuously to the opportunities offered by the market or by technological 

advancement. Secondly, it is even more difficult to acquaint the top-

management and employees with this awareness in order to trig a sense of 

urgency apt at empowering them to take actions and embrace change. 

Motivating people, giving them a goal to be accomplished urgently, is at the 

basis of a successful transformation process. If people are not motivated 

enough or they are not focused on the opportunity that must be sized, they 

would not be constant at carrying out their task and, thus, any effort to 
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change would be vain. Sometimes leaders need to transmit a sense of fear 

about the present and the future of the firm if they want to obtain a reaction 

from the management and the employees thereby making them active 

participators in the organisational change. In other words, in some cases 

leaders need to make the actual situation of the firm seem to be more 

dangerous than undertaking an unknown path, as the one of 

transformation. 

2. Not forming a powerful enough group guiding organization in the 

transformation process. Involving people in the organization is 

fundamental for making them coordinate and cooperate in order to 

implement a large-scale change. These behaviours need to happen 

horizontally, across hierarchies and divisions, thus involving different levels 

with a variety of different skills. Nevertheless, the guiding coalition would 

certainly include at least some powerful leaders and managers   ̶ especially 

in terms of titles, expertise, access to information, and relationships   ̶ and a 

full active support from the CEO of the firm for conducting transformation 

effectively.  Therefore, the key elements to avoid this second mistake are: 

leveraging on a great sense of urgency inferred to managers in order to 

create an equilibrate guiding group and, secondly, empowering that group 

introducing a strong leadership able to constantly motivate and indicate the 

right direction to undertake.  

3. Missing a strategic vision. A strategic vision consists in some easy-to-

communicate and emotionally appealing ideas drawing a picture of the 

future of the firm. The vision needs to clarify in which direction the 

organisation must move and the broad goals it needs to achieve in order to 

realise transformation. In a few words, the vision creates the road map 

towards transformation. Without a wise vision, a change effort can 

dramatically be solved into a simple list of confused and misaligned 

initiatives that would bring the company to missing its goals. Indeed, in a 

failed attempt of change, there are many planned projects, initiatives, 

directives, but not a real vision.  If the guiding coalition manages to transmit 

a clear and feasible vision to the company’s stakeholders, that vision and 
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the initiatives naturally flowing from it would inspire people in a very 

powerful way and allowing them to give an authentic contribution to 

change.  

4. Inability to transmit the vision to the organization. A vision, to be 

powerful and to trig the transformation process, must to be communicated 

properly, using all possible available channels. Executives should not just 

talk about numbers and growth, but they should also talk about stories of 

success and about people in the organizations that managed to contribute 

to change in a positive way. If these messages are diffused in the right way, 

employees can be attracted and can decide to commit to the cause and, thus, 

engage in the transformation. In particular, if such messages are passionate, 

transmitted from the guiding coalition to all employees leveraging on a 

sense of urgency and on the fact that they are all colleagues put at the same 

level, this could involve even more people on a voluntary basis, in turn 

empowering even more the guiding group. The volunteer group that would 

be composed of members representing changing leaders, bringing 

enthusiasm, energy and commitment to the cause, and not just executing 

orders.  

On the contrary, without a credible communication plan, people would not 

understand the reasons why they should exit from their comfort zone and 

commit to change. Moreover, communication done by C-level and 

executives must be consistent with their behaviours, because there is 

nothing more undermining for implementing change than the inconsistency 

between words and actions of influencing individuals.  

5. Not getting rid of barriers that obstacle the new vision. Very often, the 

right communication of the vision itself is not sufficient to guarantee that 

the actions undertaken by people for implementing change will be 

successful. What is necessary, in fact, is also a removal of the barriers that 

would obstacle the new vision. Sometimes, that kind of obstacles are 

represented by the organizational structure itself or by managers that 

decide not to commit to change or encourage their managers to change 

their behaviours. In the first steps of the transformation process, 
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organisations usually do not have the time, the power or the capabilities to 

remove all obstacles, but they need to eliminate the largest ones if they are 

to persevere on their digital path.  

6. Not planning for and celebrate short-term stories of success to 

empower people. Without short-term goals to reach and celebrate, many 

people would give up and join those who have always resisted change, 

making the company lose momentum on any transformational efforts. It is 

important to actively plan short-term wins clearly linked to the vision, and 

not just passively hoping that successful stories will happen. Companies 

would leave just little to chance, and enable the wins to boost the 

acceptance and credibility of the change process. In addition, the short-term 

horizon fixed for meeting the goals would increase the pressure on 

managers, thus being a positive factor in a transformation effort.   

7. Be deviated from the final goal from early apparent success. A company 

must continue to promote new strategic initiatives, adapting to market 

changes and never stop innovating. Therefore, celebrating victories is 

particularly important for boosting people engagement and maintain a 

sense of urgency throughout the organization. On the contrary, declaring 

the war win could be very dangerous, and would nullify all the change 

efforts done so far. Early success can make C-level and executives think they 

have reached their transformational goal, but it is certainly not. Change, in 

fact, implies a very long and complex process that requires years. Losing the 

right organisational tension and commitment to change would signify losing 

the opportunity to transform successfully.  

8. Not institutionalising changes into the culture. This is one of the most 

severe mistakes companies can make. In fact, no strategic change is to be 

considered complete if it is not incorporated in the company’s daily 

activities. It is fundamental to root change into the organisational culture 

through showing people the benefits spurring from the new approaches 

adopted and making sure that the next generation of managers would adopt 

and personify those new methods of working. 
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The eight aforementioned errors represent the most prominent ones, but 

there can be plenty of others that organisations can make that can prevent them 

from transforming successfully. The scope of a corporate vision is the one of 

guiding people through the change and help the organization itself to reduce those 

mistakes.  

More to the point, very often making a mistake is a natural consequence of 

having found a difficulty that has not been overcome. Therefore, the errors can 

represent themselves transformational difficulties or traps that organisations fear 

to face, or they feel they are not able to cope with yet. According to the MIT and 

Capgemini Consulting research, it comes out that the biggest difficulties that 

organisations find today in dealing with Digital Transformation reflect in large part 

the more general and strategic patterns presented by Kotter, such as the lack of 

urgency, which ranks first (39% of respondents agree). In addition, there are other 

elements considered critical, such as the availability of financial resources (33%) 

or to the limitation of the technological tools already in-house (30%). In Figure 6  

there is a graphical representation of the aforementioned critical factors. 

 

Figure 6 

 

Source: MIT and Capgemini Consulting, 2013 
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After having looked in this section at the biggest errors and difficulties 

companies face in dealing with Digital Transformation, in the next section we will 

provide an insight as of the actions and the characteristics that an organisation 

should acquire in order to become a Digital Organisation.  

 

4.2 LEADING CHANGE: FROM LOOKING TO BEING A DIGITAL 

ORGANISATION 

As already mentioned, digitally transforming an organisation means deeply 

changing the way it operates, the processes, its business model, updating skills and 

competences, creating new roles, applying a strategic vision, and, eventually, 

shaping the culture itself. Very often it is easy to confuse an organisation that 

simply looks digital with one that is digital and has integrated digitalisation within 

its processes and strategies. In fact, many times a company looks digital because it 

has already started the process of “digital substitution”, with particular reference 

to the replacement of the physical processes with the correspondent state-of-the-

art digital ones (McDonald, 2012). These changes are represented, for example, by 

enhancing the speed and the costs of particular internal processes, but they do not 

bring about changes to the organisational architectures (Thomas, Kass & 

Davarzani, 2014). 

Given the points touched upon until now, the question to raise is: how should 

the two different dimensions of an organisation – digital intensity and 

transformation management – become in order to transform a simple traditional 

organisation into a Digital Organisation? How should a company conduct its own 

Digital Transformation successfully?  

In the following paragraphs we will analyse in depth the main features 

composing the aforementioned dimensions, already introduced in chapter 3, and 

an early answer to these questions will be provided. Then, further insights about 

the characteristics of a Digital Organisation will be presented in Part II through the 

analysis of the Banca Mediolanum case. 
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4.2.1 Digital intensity dimension  

As already described in chapter 3, the digital intensity dimension incorporates all 

those elements proper of a company upon which the digital factor can leverage on: 

its strategic assets, its operative areas and the digital capabilities and investments. 

In other words, this dimension measures the level of digital advancement of the 

company itself. Let us see these three factors more in detail. 

 

 Strategic assets. These are all the assets necessary for a company to achieve 

present and future results in a profitable fashion. For instance, they include 

sales assets – such as the sales force, the points of sales and the distribution 

channels –,  product innovation, brand awareness and brand reputation, 

customer knowledge, partnership network and also culture. Considering 

such types of assets, the digital component can be applied to each of them 

and be opened to new opportunities of business – for example by 

implementing digital sales channels – or to help the company updating the 

tools used to enhance their performance, e.g. to use data coming from the 

web-site and the social networks to increase knowledge of customers’ habits. 

Furthermore, as already mentioned in section 4.1, as far as the organisation 

embraces digital change, also its culture must become more flexible and 

include the digital components. Cultural issues represent a fundamental 

point in driving change successfully, and as we will analyse later on in the 

thesis, a strong vision and an effective communication would be essential in 

helping people to shape the organisational culture correctly (Westerman et 

al., 2011).  

 Operative areas. They are the three organisational building blocks on which 

the digitalization can act in order to transform the organisation. These key 

areas are made by customer experience, operational process and the business 

model.  
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Figure 7 

 
Source: MIT and Capgemini Consulting research 

 

Firstly, the customer experience groups together different elements, as for 

example customer understanding and top-line growth, which leverage on 

digital and social media to promote the brand, then take advantage of the 

analytics in order to learn details about customers and enhance conversation 

effectiveness between them and the sales personnel.  

Secondly, the operational process regards all the internal processes of an 

organisation such as the process of digitalisation and automation, aimed at 

realising an improvement of the performance and finding out new features. 

In particular, new technologies today are enabling a benefit gain beyond 

efficiency – e.g. a reduction of labour requirements – an enhancement of the 

environmental health or even an increase of product quality. The digital 

operative area also includes projects of digital workplace – whose aim is 

enabling a faster and more effective communication between co-workers and 

favouring sharing of the activities within the digital communities – and the 

performance management, which push on an operational transparency and 

on decision making processes increasingly data-driven.  

Thirdly, the business model represent the most arduous key area on which 

executives can operate in order to digitally transform their organisation. A 

traditional business model undergoing a digital modification can give rise to 

three distinct digital models: a digitally-modified business model (e.g. using 

the digital element to enrich the physical offerings and to share knowledge 

across silos), a new digital business model (e.g. introducing new digital 
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products) or even a digital globalised one (e.g. new technologies helping in 

scaling operations from a multi-national level to a global one, allowing the 

creation of new synergies).  

According to the MIT and Capgemini Consulting research carried out in 2011, 

most of the more digitally-advanced companies – the so-called digirati – were 

applying digitalisation to the various elements composing the three key 

areas, but rarely they were operating on all of those contemporaneously. 

Rather, they were selecting the most strategic ones in order to exploit at best 

the digital push on business.  

Figure 8 represents the linkages between the customer experience area – and 

thus of the customer-facing processes –, the operational process block and 

the various new technologies availale, such as social media, mobile channels, 

analytics and data integration programs (Westerman et al., 2012). In the 

picture it appears clearer how these new digital tools can interact with the 

organisational processes, allowing them to become lighter, more efficient, 

and to enable and implement better types of collaboration across the 

organisation.  

 

Figure 8 

 
Source: MIT and Capgemini Consulting, 2012 
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 Digital capabilities and investments. They represent the enablers of the 

digitalisation of the operative areas described in the previous bullet point. 

Nevertheless, nowadays companies find themselves facing a lack f digital 

skills, as well as a shortage of state-of-the-art technologies at their disposal; 

these gaps need to be cover quickly if they want to proceed in their digital 

transformational process. The CIOs, together with the IT units, are mostly 

driving the digital initiatives of the companies, but, in doing this, they have 

realised they urgently need to hire people with the digital demanded 

capabilities or outsource some services they cannot develop in-house in a 

relatively short period of time (Westerman et al., 2011). Nevertheless, it is 

still difficult for those companies trying to transforming digitally to clearly 

understand how to set up and adapt their IT division to change, how to 

develop the right tools, and how to find the talents needed to manage digital 

information and automated processes (Andersson & Tuddenham, 2014).  

As far as digital investments are concerned, the trend is now oriented at 

acquiring digital platforms to manage integrated data and processes. These 

platforms are considered fundamental for Digital Transformation because 

they allow companies to operate across organisational silos and at a multi-

channel level (Westerman et al., 2011).  

Concerning digital skills, instead, there is a strong request of data analysts, i.e. 

people having solid analytical capabilities able to extract useful information 

from customer data, product managers that are aware on the potential of 

new technologies, user experience experts and also content managers, who 

can pay particular attention to the design and ensure a perfect fit with the 

audience (Daub & Wiesinger, 2015). In fact, the ability of making integrated 

data available and understandable to a large range of employees, the ability 

to engage the company in experiments on the products and processes’ 

design, and the ability of understanding in depth the customers’ needs, can 

certainly contribute to build a strategic advantage which would differentiate 

the company from other competitors. 

In the digital era things change very quickly and continuously, therefore also 
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companies’ priorities are adapting and the quest for digital skills is becoming 

one of the most urgent activities. Recent trends, indeed, register that the 

focus of successful organisations is shifting from containing costs on new 

technologies to rather investing in the right talents holding and governing 

such technologies, in order to be able to exploit at best the potential of the 

data extracted. Then, also the way companies carry out projects should 

change to this fast-moving and digital world, passing from a traditional and, 

thus, sequential way of acquiring skills, tools and customer knowledge, to a 

more flexible one. In fact, in Digital Transformation, a traditional approach is 

no more adequate to keep the pace of competitors in the market and with 

customers’ requests, rather a continuous adjustment of the targets and 

update to the internal requests would work better (Daub & Wiesinger, 2015). 

In particular, deciding to firstly lunch products and services not completely 

finished – i.e. in “beta version” – for testing them with the customers and 

acquiring experience to launch them later on, would consistently help 

organisations creating tailor-made products for their customers, avoiding 

time waste during the development process. Both in case of success and of 

failure, the experience would be an incredible learning opportunity for the 

firm and the people working for it (Schuchmann & Seufert, 2015). This model 

can be strongly re-conducted to the lean start-up model developed by Eric 

Ries, which call for a new conception of the company’s innovation (2011).  

Trying to summarize the characteristics that companies would research, four 

patterns can be identified (Thomas, Kass & Davarzani, 2014): 

o Ability to experiment: it means trying to be creative, test various ideas 

and, through the support of the new digital tools, see what works and 

what does not in real-time, avoiding in this way perpetrated errors; 

o Ability to learn: it means retaining knowledge acquired through the 

experiments. Especially in organisations embracing Digital 

Transformation, a proactive and continuous learning is crucial if an 

increasing performance is desirable (Schuchmann & Seufert, 2015).  On 

the one hand, young people are more open to change and to learning, 

but often, on the other hand, they cannot find the cutting-edge digital 
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tools they normally use to learn with at the workplace  ̶ for instance, old 

computers and outdated programming environments instead of tablets, 

new computers and smartphones  ̶  slowing down in this way the entire 

process; 

o Ability to judge: it means being able to balance the facts, the potential 

future drawbacks, risks and opportunities in order to make pondered 

and right decisions. Having the ability to judge is then linked to the 

ability to take action. Especially in digital transformations, where the 

environment continues to change very quickly offering various 

possibilities, the ability to judge becomes the ability to keep the 

company on track.  

o Ability to collaborate: it means managing to cooperate with other people 

intensively, in order to create new value. Especially in Digital 

Transformation processes, there must be an all-around collaboration, 

that would lead to make experiments and learn from them, producing in 

this way value for the organisation. Indeed, for the nature of such 

collaboration, it is important that during such processes of change, the 

working groups be born on a voluntary base. 

Table 1 provides a snapshot of the fast-changing environment organisations 

are facing today. There is a clear comparison between two realities: the first 

column represent the actions and working attitudes existing in traditional 

organisations, the second column, describes the new behaviours and way of 

working that are taking shape in more digitally advanced organisations. 

 

Table 1: Skills & competences: From a traditional to a Digital Organisation 

From 

 

To 

Follow rules   Experiment 

Work with computers   Work through computers 

Tolerate robots   Team with robots 

Expect stability   Expect change 

Search is a skill   Search is a way of life 
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Knowledge work   Judgment work  
Source: Accenture, Institute for High Performance 

 

Then, according to MIT and Capgemini Consulting research, there is a clear 

difference between how companies are facing the problem of the lack in 

digital skills (Welch & McAfee, 2013). In fact, it seems that within the digirati, 

most digitally advance companies, a greater number of firms are investing 

money and resources in filling that gap -  about the 82% of the interviewed - 

while within the others categories of firms - e.g. fashionistas, conservatives 

and beginners - only the 40% are effectively trying to fix that problem 

(Figure 9).  

 
 
Figure 8: Who is investing in filling the digital skills’ gap? 

 
Source: MIT and Capgemini Consulting 

 

In conclusion, companies that are striving to become Digital Enterprises, 

need to find the rights talents having the characteristics just analysed that would 

be able to guide the company towards digital success.   

 

4.2.2 Transformational management intensity dimension  

As already pinpointed in chapter 3, the transformational intensity dimension 

incorporates the three elements expressing the capabilities of an organisation 

necessary to drive the digital change: the digital vision, the people factor and the 

digital governance. In other words, this dimension includes the key management 

practices able to align all the digital efforts of an organisation and to make them 

resulting in a successful Digital Organisation.  
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A few elements have already been analysed in general terms in section 4.1, 

but will be reviewed more in depth in the following list through a Digital 

Transformation lens. 

 Digital Vision. As already explained in this chapter, a transformative vision 

effectively helps the organisation to undertake the right path in order to 

execute Digital Transformation. Strong leadership skills are then required 

in order to envision the firm from the top and drive change within the 

company and its culture. According to the main strand of research, a 

bottom-up approach is not sufficient to give to transformation the powerful 

enough push it needs to make inroads (Bonnet & Westerman, 2013). To 

drive change it is necessary to adapt the management practices to the new 

digital world, and the leadership capabilities are exactly those ingredients 

able to make a simple technological investment become a digital advantage 

(Bonnet & Westerman, 2014). 

 People Factor. For an organisation, people are one of the most important 

assets and their correct or incorrect management can determine the 

success or the failure of the firm itself. Thus, linked to the people factor 

there are numerous other issues to be analysed, such as the importance of 

people engagement and of the commitment of the management in the 

change process.  

According to researches, digital engagement represents a major driver of 

success in Digital Transformation. The sharing of the company’s strategic 

and digital vision, in fact, helps employees to actively collaborate for making 

that vision becoming a reality. The success of an organizational Digital 

Transformation, indeed, depends both on the people working inside and by 

the ways executives decide to implement change in order to engage them in 

such transformation (Welch & McAfee, 2013).  

Concerning the engagement of the employees, the diversification of digital 

tools and of communication channels that nowadays are available to 

companies, can effectively contribute to improve daily work and 

collaboration between people within an organization. Theoretically, the 

more efficient collaborations between workers become, the more effective 
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is the work done, and the higher people’s willingness to adopt such tools in 

a systematic way would be. An example of a digital tool is for instance the 

blog, a social platform which provides a forum where users can regularly 

share news, projects and collect one’s colleagues different points of view 

and feedbacks. Another example is the Enterprise Social Network (ESN), 

which is a corporate social network that allows employees to share, in a 

transparent way, both their own ideas and their personal achievement, 

having the possibility to be recognised for the contribution given to the 

company (Welch & McAfee, 2013). Moreover, the involvement of the 

employees in processes of development and change of the organisation 

itself is considered of high value, especially because it leads to a better 

exploitation of the already existing knowledge and of the experience of each 

individual (Schuchmann & Seufert, 2015). Nevertheless, the new digital 

channels and the use of innovative technologies at the workplace could also 

represent a stumbling-block to the accomplishment of transformative 

change. In particular, the digital challenge becomes more and more arduous 

because of the great human and skills’ diversity of the employees working 

inside an organisation. Think for instance at their differences in terms of 

age, level of knowledge, field of study, position covered, familiarity with 

technology, easiness to learn and so on, and at the consequential resistances 

that would arise (Welch & McAfee, 2013). These difficulties that 

organisations would face in dealing with Digital Transformation cannot be 

overcome if they are treated just with a bottom-up approach. As it will be 

suggested in later sections, a top-down commitment is required to make 

change happen (Westernman & Bonnet, 2013). 

Concerning management power, it is important to highlight that both top 

and middle management play a fundamental role in making the digital 

vision become real change. On the one hand, middle-management 

represents the touch point with operative employees, thus it has the 

responsibility of translating the vision in actionable steps, and their direct 

commitment to digital would enormously help the firm to change its culture 

into a digital one. On the other hand, top-management and executives must 
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lead by example and be in first person promoters of the digital changing 

initiatives in order to set expectations for the whole organization. Today, 

many CEOs are becoming savvy executives using in their everyday life the 

new technologies, social network, blog to communicate and to express their 

opinions, showing in this way their willingness to embrace Digital 

Transformation and trying to stimulate others inside the organisation to do 

the same (Welch & McAfee, 2013). Then, engaging the crowd inside an 

organisation requires executives to understand and anticipate its 

expectations. Therefore, only maintaining a transparent behaviour and 

encouraging people by making them feeling the sense of urgency, top-

management can manage to reach an higher organisational engagement. 

Indeed, if top-management does not adopt a proactive behaviour towards 

digital novelties and initiatives carried out in the organisations, those 

initiatives are intended to fail (Gast & Lansink, 2015).  

As already said, the aforementioned factors heavily contribute to influence, 

both positively and negatively, the adoption of the digital culture and of the 

technological tools inside a company, and, executives in particular, play the 

important role of assuring that the wave of Digital Transformation can 

reach everyone inside their organisations (Welch & McAfee, 2013). 

 Digital Governance. It includes all those corporate mechanisms that allow 

coordinated actions and sharing of resources across organisational silos 

(Bonnet & Westerman, 2014). In particular, coordination across units 

would consist in aligning their multiple digital initiatives, while sharing 

refers to the use of common resources – as technologies and people – and 

capabilities in order to make digital change happen. According to a MIT and 

Capgemini Consulting research, governance represents one of the success 

factors in leading Digital Transformation (Tannou & Westerman, 2012). In 

fact, the moment vision and people engagement cannot support the Digital 

Transformation process anymore, governance, with its formal 

institutionalisation of the roles, consistently contributes to accelerate 

change (Bonnet & Westerman, 2014).   
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The questions to raise now are: what goals should governance fix in order 

to facilitate the radicalisation of digitalisation inside a company? What 

mechanisms, instead, should it adopt?  

As already discussed in the previous point, when talking about the role of 

executives in favouring the adoption of a digital culture, a bottom-up 

approach to Digital Transformation would not turn into successful change. 

Rather, a top-down action in term of leadership and vision is needed, as 

well as in terms of governance, through the setting of the necessary 

ambitions able to mobilise the firm, through a coordination of various 

disaggregated digital investments, in order to transform them into real 

change projects, and, eventually, through a monitor and measurement of 

the progresses to ensure the process is well-managed. These represent the 

objectives the organisation should set in terms of governance and 

leadership.  

As far as the mechanisms that can be used in order to make Digital 

Transformation works, three patterns are identified and analysed more in 

depth: the creation of shared digital units, the arrangement of 

organisational-level committees and the establishment of new digital roles 

and relationships. 

o Shared digital units consist in independent units developing digital 

services for the entire company. For example, one of their 

responsibilities is developing the technologies and digital services 

needed to carry out the Digital Transformation of the company. In 

particular, these units would eliminate or, at least reduce, the 

redundancy of the digital initiatives around the organisation, creating a 

unique operative centre aimed at increasing the efficiency of the digital 

efforts. Sometimes, in fact, they can decide on wider types of 

investments useful for the company as a whole, but that might be 

nonsense for singular entities. Moreover, shared digital units are more 

agile, therefore experimentations become easier and innovation can be 

better stimulated. Then, another important responsibility of shared 

digital units would be the one of developing the right digital 
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competences, necessary for the companies to fill the skills gap and 

overcome that important obstacle to transformation. Right process 

require right people and therefore they would combine new human 

resources – experts in data analytics, social media, mobile technology 

and cloud computing – with the already existing ones – having a deeper 

knowledge of the activities carried out inside the organisation – in 

order to create an adequate and balanced digital team. In addition, 

shared digital units would also decide to select employees of different 

BUs to train and make them acquire the digital skills needed for the 

organisational success (Tannou & Westerman, 2012).   

o Organisational-level committees represent another governance 

mechanism, put in this case at the higher level of the company and 

aimed at better governing the digital change. The established 

committees can be essentially of two types: steering committees or 

innovation committees. The former are in charge of fixing the strategic 

and digital objectives, making savoir investments for the firm, ratifying 

policies and deciding about priorities. The latter, instead, are more 

focus on a specific objective and concentrated on evaluating the 

potential of state-of-the-art emerging technologies. In general, 

committees can be made by executives with different backgrounds and 

specialisation, representing this a positive element able to strengthen 

the relationships between the business and the IT department (Tannou 

& Westerman, 2012).    

o New digital roles and relationships are then forged by governance in 

order to lead Digital Transformation far beyond organisational 

structure. New roles can be established for instance at the C-level, as the 

Chief Digital Officer, who would be in charge of leading the digital unit 

and align digital strategies coming from the top of the companies with 

the requirements of the local units (Tannou & Westerman, 2012).  

Others, instead, can be non-leadership roles focused on connecting 

digital units, e.g. the digital champions. They would nominated based on 

their digital capabilities, attitudes and social roles inside an 
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organisation, and they would be and effective mechanism to increase 

employees engagement and commitment (Welch & McAfee, 2013).   

Figure 8 represents four possible different models adopted by firm to carry 

out their Digital Transformation (Westerman et al., 2011), which summarise 

in brief what already explained before. 

 

Figure 10 

 
Source: MIT and Capgemini Consultiing 

 

In particular, the models presented by the MIT and Capgemini consulting 

research are the following:  

o the silo model, where there is no coordination and sharing between the 

BUs and the central HQ. Indeed, BUs can manage independently their 

budget and operations, and they also decide about their digital strategy; 

o the central model, which embodies exactly the opposite in term of 

coordination compared to the silo. The digital strategy and the budget 

are, in fact, strictly decided by the HQ and only digital operations are left 

to be developed and managed to BUs; 

o the digital hub model, in which a dedicated BU for digital is created. The 

digital unit is in charge of deciding about the budget for digital 

operations and about the digital strategy, but a great degree of 
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independence is also left to BUs, which can lead their own operations, 

budget and strategy; 

o the global model, which trace the model of the digital hub in terms of 

creation of a dedicated digital unit, but that, in addition, increases the 

level of coordination between these digital unit and the other BUs. The 

digital unit is in charge of creating the global digital strategy and 

administrating the budget dedicated to the digital operations for the 

whole organisation. Other BUs can have their own budget, digital 

strategy and operations, but they would supervised and controlled by 

the central digital unit.  

According to the research, companies that do not manage to develop an 

effective central organism of coordination, are not able to extract the right 

value for their business from Digital Transformation projects they have put in 

act (Westerman et al., 2011).  

 

4.2.3 The interactions between dimensions: A cohesive perspective 

In order to give a more comprehensive analysis, it would be advantageous to 

see in brief how all the aforementioned elements of the two organisational 

dimensions interact with each other.  

First of all, top-management would analyse and estimate the potential value 

of the strategic assets owned by the company. Then, once they have decided about 

a shared strategic plan to put in action, they would formulate a strategic and digital 

vision. The aim of the vision would the one of giving a clear indication of the 

direction to take for the organisation in order to execute Digital Transformation. 

This first phase can be defined for the organisation as the envisioning of its digital 

future.  

Secondly, after having planned the digital transformation path to undertake, 

the organisation would invest time and financial resources in filling the skills gap 

and in creating powerful initiatives all around digital. In this way an enterprise 

would make the vision becoming real transformation, and be applied to the 

operative areas. This second phase can be defined for the company as the 

investment in digital skills and initiatives.  
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Eventually, the last piece of the puzzle includes, on the one hand, an effective 

communication of the digital change, spread on all the hierarchical levels, and 

aimed at massively engaging people in the transformation; on the other hand, a 

powerful top-down governance, which would create the new roles and ways of 

conducting processes that were not possible before. These two elements are 

absolutely needed to ensure that the company is proceeding in the correct 

direction. This third and last phase can be defined for the company as the top-

down leading change.   

 

4.3 THE ROLE OF IT IN DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

In this section we will just touch on the issue as of the role of IT in Digital 

Transformation, being aware of the fact that the topic would need much deeper 

analysis to be exhaustive. However, our aim is the one of presenting just a few 

introductory concepts that will be of help for analysing the case study.  

With the Digital Transformation phenomenon taking hold inside the 

organisation and reshaping entire parts of the business, the IT department is also 

assuming new connotations, essential for accompanying the change. In some cases 

it is directly the CIO that drives the digital initiatives, whereas in other cases there 

are ad-hoc teams, formed by both IT and business personnel that are in charge of 

drawing up the digital agenda (Westerman et al., 2012). Actually, over the last few 

years it is becoming clearer the fact that, with the digitalisation phenomenon, 

technologies are ever integrating into products and services, which represent the 

core around which the business of a company revolves. Therefore, this 

transformation phenomenon is posing the same business as a pivoting actor in 

defining the digital agenda, with the IT function supporting it (Hansen, 

Kraemmergaard & Mathiassen, 2011).  

In fact, over the last thirty years the diffused idea linked to the role of the IT 

strategy was the one of considering it a “functional-level strategy” that must be 

aligned with the broader organisational strategy involving primarily the business, 

and decided by the top levels. In the last ten years, however, with the beginning of 

technology integration in products and services and, thus, with digitalisation, the 

business infrastructure has increased the number of its interconnections among 
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processes, products and services. Therefore, the role of the IT strategy calls for 

being redefined, shifting from a mere functional-level to a more proactive role, 

which would embody a more cohesive approach between the IT and business 

strategy (Bharadwaj, El Sawy, Pavlou & Venkatraman, 2013).  

However, it not just the role of the IT that must change and adapt to 

technological and organisational transformations, but rather, also the structure of 

the IT function needs to be reshaped in order to allow the company to be more 

reactive and respond to market challenges. In particular, digitalisation is changing 

IT in three ways, which will be described in brief here following Andersson and 

Tuddenham (2014). 

First, digitalisation is calling for more sophisticated technologies, whose 

implementation can sometimes reserve problems in dealing with the legacy 

systems on which the company has invested during the past. By contrast, indeed, if 

new agile operating models will not be incremented, in a long-run perspective the 

operating costs will likely increase and the organisation would have missed the 

opportunity to embrace the new ways of working offered by digital and promptly 

respond to time-to-market logics and customer’s needs (Avedillo, Begonha & 

Peyracchia, 2015).  

Second, while before the digitalisation the most important Key Performance 

Indicator (KPI) to measure the IT-delivery was efficiency, today many other 

elements are equally important, especially if taken all together, as for example 

quality, reliability, security and timing. In particular, timing is today fundamental 

for answering quickly to the signals coming from the market, especially because, 

with digital, it is becoming a faster-speed world (Andersson & Tuddenham, 2014).  

Thirdly, as already pinpointed, Digital Transformation implies that the IT 

function will collaborate more with the business function and involving even more 

the top management - e.g. involving specialised decision-making committees -, 

since the value at stake would increase consistently. According to a McKinsey & 

Company research, indeed, that value will increase up to 40% of revenues and of 

20% of costs, or even becoming in some cases the core business of a company 

(Andersson & Tuddenham, 2014). 
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5. Introduction to the case study  
 

 

“Innovation is the specific instrument of entrepreneurship. The act that endows 

resources with a new capacity to create wealth.” 

Peter Drucker 

 

In Part I of the thesis we have described the general framework of Digital 

Transformation, including the global trends, the change management mechanism 

and the various dimensions that characterise a Digital Enterprise. We now present 

and analyse in Part II the case of Banca Mediolanum, an innovative, multi-channel 

Italian bank we believe may represent a suitable case of study to better understand 

the theories previously reviewed explaining how Digital Transformation is 

reshaping the mind-set of companies. More to the point, we delve into the 

predictable implications for organisation in terms of changing behaviours, 

organizational structure, governance and management of the adoption process. 

Succinctly, the aim of our applied research will be the one of investigating which 

levers acted on the management of Banca Mediolanum to make them undertake 

this journey, along with lesson-learned success factors, problems identified, 

process optimisation (i.e. which stages of the process would be revised in 

retrospect or in case of future transformations), and governance mechanisms.  

After describing in this chapter the methodologies used throughout our 

research as well as the profile of Banca Mediolanum and the Mediolanum Group, 

we dedicate chapters 6 and 7 to the main findings we have gathered during our 

study. In particular, in chapter 6 we go through the timeline of the digitalisation 

path of Banca Mediolanum from its origin to the advent of the internet as a 

strategic asset, to the transformation process embraced today. We think a 

description of the process over time is apt at giving the reader a clear image of the 

various steps the bank has undertaken, while maintaining the focus on the two 

main streams of change: on the one hand, the digital innovation of the products 

and services for their customers, and on the other hand, the digitalisation of the 

internal processes and of the operating models. The aforementioned areas of 
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innovation will represent the various organisational building blocks affected by 

transformation, and thus, they can be grouped in the digital intensity dimension of 

the bank, a concept already introduced in chapters 3 and 4. 

Moving forward, chapter 7 contains the main findings of our research, with 

references to the motivations pushing the bank to undertake its digital path, the 

benefits, the problems and the regrets, as well as the factors of success. In addition, 

the final section of the chapter will be devoted to the issue of governance, with 

particular focus on the IT governance and some mechanisms that are contributing 

to the success of the bank’s Digital Transformation. This element, along with 

others, forms the second fundamental digital dimension of an enterprise: the 

transformational management intensity. 

Finally, chapter 8 contains further reflections and conclusions on the results 

of the research.  

 

5.1 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND CASE STUDY 

To carry out our research we decided to use a qualitative and inductive 

method to study our case, as we believe is suitable for investigating as 

contemporary and evolving phenomenon as Digital Transformation is. Data has 

been collected through multiple sources, for instance interviews, on-line articles, 

field observation, internal reports, annual and social reports. The pivotal source 

has been a set of thirteenth open-ended questions posed during a 2-month 

interview session to Banca Mediolanum middle-management during the Summer 

2015 at their world headquarters in Milan, Italy. Each interview lasted 

approximately 45 minutes and was equally subdivided into two parts of five 

questions each: the first part referred to the success of the Digital Transformation 

process initiated, while the second part focused on the IT governance (see 

Appendix).  

We structured the interviews in this fashion for singling out the relationships 

and causality chains that may be modelled in order to define a Digital Organisation. 

In the first part of the interview we tried to grasp from our interviewees what 

were the benefits and the results obtained from their firm’s digitalisation, what the 

expected ones, the motivations, the negative consequences and the factors of 
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success. In the second part instead, we asked managers how they would define the 

IT governance of the bank, what were the decision that the IT function would take 

within the organisation, role and responsibilities of people taking such decisions 

and the majors governance and control mechanism used to regulate the IT 

department.  

The interviewees have been chosen accurately throughout the senior, 

middle-management and general management, in order to measure across the 

organisational structure the perceptions the firm has of its digitalisation efforts. 

Referring to the revised organisational chart in Figure 12, we interviewed a mix of 

managers (4), project managers (3), 

middle managers (2) and senior 

managers (4) of different departments 

of the bank. Since this classification has 

been adapted for the Italian context 

analysed – different from the Anglo-

Saxon system    ̶ it is useful to provide a 

brief scheme of how the hierarchy  has 

been interpreted (Figure 11).  

Given the possibly diverse sensitivity of different hierarchical levels to the 

innovation process, Table 2 provides a distribution of the bank human resource by 

hierarchical tier in 2013 and 2014, along with the average age of each group.  
 

Table 2: Distribution of the management and of the employees 

 

Source: Banca Mediolanum S.p.A. Annual Report 2014 

 

In the same vein, we schematically disclose the functional role covered by 

each of the interviewees and provide a concise organizational chart to put in 

context our research work:  

Figure 11:  
Classification of roles in the hierarchy 
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 Marketing Department: 

 Senior Managers of the Innovation and Digital Workplace areas (2); 

 Middle Manager of the Digital Marketing (Channels) area (1); 

 Managers of the Social Media (Communication) and Channels 

Integration (Channels) areas (2); 

 Products Departments: 

 Project Manager of the Mobile Payment project (1); 

 Organisation & IT Department: 

 Senior Manager of the IT Governance area (1); 

 Managers of the IT Service Delivery and Digital Architectures areas 

(2); 

 Project Manager of the Knowledge Management project (1);  

 Chief Administration Officer (CAO) Department: 

 Senior Manager of the Human Resources (HR) (1); 

 Middle Manager of the Training and Learning area (1); 

 Project Manager of the Idea Management project (1). 

 

Figure 12: Banca Mediolanum Organisational Chart 2015 
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Throughout our operations, we have found that some of the interviewees 

have, with respect to Digital Transformation, a “big-picture” view of the company, 

while others were more focus on their function covered in the production process 

of the bank, sometimes feeling less familiar with generalisations as of broader 

dynamics that embrace the whole organisation. In other cases we have found 

resources involved and committed to digital change, while in other instances, 

resources appear as resistors to the company change efforts, their institutionalised 

catalyst role notwithstanding. These aspects emerged before the final analysis of 

the results and were taken into consideration in drawing inferences and causalities 

of the digitalisation process. In fact, we believe they represent more of an integral 

part of the process rather than a by-product of stand-alone digitalisation machine.  

To further contextualise our analysis, the next session we introduce Banca 

Mediolanum and the Mediolanum Group, their history, business model, and 

relevant financial highlights. 

 

5.2 BANCA MEDIOLANUM: COMPANY PROFILE 

The section presents Banca 

Mediolanum and its parent 

company Mediolanum Group. We 

briefly introduce its organizational 

setup, values, mission, vision, 

business model along with some 

historical financial data, which will 

support our analysis.  

 

5.2.1 History 

 Banca Mediolanum S.p.A. was 

born in 1997 in Basiglio (Milan, 

Italy) and today is part of the 

Mediolanum Group, founded in the 

early 1982 by Ennio Doris in 

partnership with Fininvest Group under the initial name Programma Italia S.p.A.. 

Table 3: Banca Mediolanum company profile 

 

Name Banca Mediolanum S.p.A. 

Parent Mediolanum S.p.A. Group 

President Ennio Doris 

Year Founded 1997 

Industry Banking 

Description Multi-channel bank 

Banca Mediolanum 

Profit 144.4 million €* 

# Employees ̴ 2000* 

# Family Banker 
̴ 4500* 

HQ City Basiglio (Milano 3) 

State Italy 

Web-site 

* 2014 

www.bancamediolanum.it or 

www.mediolanum.com 

http://www.bancamediolanum.it/
http://www.mediolanum.com/
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The initial idea of the founders was to create a financial group that was at once a 

bank, an insurance company, and retail Investment Company. Mediolanum S.p.A. is 

now the holding company of all the various subsidiaries and on June 3, 1996, filed 

for an initial public offering on the Italian Stock Exchange in Milan. Its shares were 

ten incorporated in the MIB 30 index later on in 1998. Figure 13 provides a 

graphical representation of the Mediolanum Group current organisational chart. 

From the very beginning of its business operations, Banca Mediolanum 

proved to be an innovative omni-channel bank employing 200 resources and with 

no branches in its distribution model, and therefore with no fixed costs to be 

sustained. At that time customer management was delivered via call-centres and 

television teletext, a rather advanced distribution channel at that time. In the early 

2000s Banca Mediolanum adopted the then relatively unknown commercial use of 

the internet and expanded its offer by providing on-line trading services. The bank 

saw a period of rapid expansion also thanks to a few notable international 

acquisitions (e.g. Fibanc) and an intense and effective communication strategy 

which can be defined as customer-centric.  

A few years later, in 2006, a new fundamental figure for the sales network 

was introduced: the so-called Family Banker®. Such a figure is embodied by a 

qualified professional – from 2009 directly trained by the Mediolanum Corporate 

University – who is in charge of supporting and advising customers on financial 

matters by establishing a direct point of contact in their homes. Banca Mediolanum 

has always been rigorous on its sales network’s training and competences, as well 

as on customer satisfaction inasmuch as since 1989 it developed an internal 

communication policy by creating its own corporate television with ad hoc 

broadcasting on matters of interest for its business.  

In 2014 Mediolanum S.p.A. became the banking group’s parent company, 

receiving the ABI Banking Innovation Award and others acknowledgements in 

response to its continuous efforts towards innovation and customer satisfaction. It 

is in this vein that the Mediolanum Group, with particular regard to Banca 

Mediolanum, has begun of Digital Transformation. The programme focused 

initially on a project of Digital and Social Workplace, but it eventually broadened 
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its reach to other internal process transformations and organisational 

arrangements aimed at changing the boundaries of the business itself.  

Today Banca Mediolanum is continuing to update its services addressed both 

at its sales network and its final customers, demanding an ever increasing 

investment in IT architecture as well as considerable effort from an organisational 

viewpoint.  

Figure 13: Mediolanum Group Organisational Setup 

 

 

 

5.2.2 Vision, mission and corporate values  

The whole vision of Banca Mediolanum revolves around the concept of 

banking innovation, thus using the technological advancement together with an 

high degree of customer intelligence to strengthen the relationship between 
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customers and the bank. The fundamental business axiom of  Banca Mediolanum is 

making the customer feel free to speak and relate with the bank, “whenever, 

wherever and however they want” (e.g. by telephone, computers, television, 

smartphones and smart TV). These concepts and concisely narrated by the bank’s 

motto used to communicate such an idea: “Freedom in Banking”.  

The bank’s mission derives directly from its vision and is the one of offering 

and guaranteeing families customised and easy-to-use solutions to their financial 

requests with particular attention to transparency and trust.  

Vision and mission are then translated into essentially five core values that 

are shared from the Group as a whole: 

 Freedom in the relationship between the customers and the bank; 

 Relations, with the customers that must be always at the centre; 

 Commitment to make Banca Mediolanum the leader in the market, offering 

the best services of the sector; 

 Innovation, which carries with it also the ability to continuously adapt and 

change, both in terms of technology and business thinking.  

These values support any decision and investment the bank makes, and they 

are further promoted through the bank’s corporate social responsibility policy, 

whose communication efforts help the bank staying close to its customers and 

retain their loyalty.  

 

5.2.3 Business model and strategy 

Being devoted to the philosophy just presented, Banca Mediolanum managed 

to create an user friendly bank in the use of all its sales channels, offering financial 

products and services suitable for families and individuals, the two primary client 

segments. 

In particular, the bank’s business strategy has been driven by four key 

factors: the tradition in the financial sector, the long-term vision addressed to 

innovation, the technologies that allow the creation of cutting-edge services for 

customers, and finally the human factor and collaborative nature of its internal 

organisation. Starting from these, the bank has built its business on a multi-

channel model, where customers are free to access daily transactions safely and 
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easily and with support of their Family Banker® who can reach them directly in 

their houses is in charge of advising them on savings, retirement, financial and 

insurance needs.  

Banca Mediolanum’s assets are diversified by time horizon, security class, 

geography and industry, growth potential, and financial instrument. These four 

sets define the 5-dimension (5D) investment rationale of the bank. The infographic 

in Figure 14 provides a brief description of each of these dimensions.  

 

Figure 14: The 5D of Diversification typology of Banca Mediolanum investments 

 

Source: Mediolanum S.p.A Social Report 2014 

 

As far as the sales network is concerned, the strategic approach adopted in 

2014 – i.e. addressing clients with high professional profile and high net-worth – 

pushed the bank to rationalise its sales network while raising its training efforts 

for financial advisers. In 12 months, from 2013 to 2014 this led to a reduction of 
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0.48% of the bank’s sales network in terms of employed advisers (from 4,407 in 

013 to 4,386 in 2014). The sales network now has specific tools at disposal to carry 

out its usual activities; these include an internet portal, a corporate TV –  working 

as a strong communication channel for spreading out information throughout the 

network – commercial brochures for the customers and a range of other devices.  

 

5.2.4 Banca Mediolanum’s financial highlights 

This section focuses on the financial highlights of Banca Mediolanum. In 

order to keep the analysis functional and up to date for later discussions on the 

firm’s Digital Transformation, we present here a limited analysis in time confined 

to the last two years of operations.  

In 2014 Banca Mediolanum ends positively, with a Net Profit of 144.4 million 

euro, an increase of 7% from the previous year. In order to make some 

considerations, we compare this number with the Total Income of the bank 

calculated before subtracting Operating Expenses and Tax on Continuing 

Operations from the Income Statement. From the graph in Figure 15 it appears 

clear that, on average, the total income of Banca Mediolanum has grown over the 

last ten years (from 2005 to 2014), recording the bank’s better result of 576.3 

million euro in 2014. Given the nature of this indicator, core activities seem to be 

well performing as well as it does market response to the company’s strategy 

identified in the previous section. If we look at Net Profit though, the 10-year trend 

does not mimic that of Total Income. In the last three years the bank managed to 

retain at least 24% of its Total Income in profit with maximum conversion in 2012 

of 34.2%. Given the static taxation structure over the sample, Total Income erosion 

is mainly due to Operating Expenses. In particular, the graph shows that from 2005 

to 2009 Net Profit was gradually decreasing, in contrast with a stable trend of the 

Total Income. The most critical year appears to be 2011, when Net Profit decrease 

to 4.1% of Total Income largely due to the impact of Greek sovereign debt holdings 

and Net Income from Trading being in negative, reflecting the decrease of value of 

financial instruments linked to Italian and Spanish treasuries.  
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Figure 15 

 
* Net Interest Income + Net Commission + Dividends + Net Income from Trading + Net Income from 
Hedging + Gains (Losses) on Sale or Buyback 
** Total Income – Net Income from Financial Operations – Operating Expenses – Profit (Loss) after 
Tax on Continuing Operations 

 

Considering the bank’s Administrative Expense which include both Personnel 

and Other Administrative Expenses, we can observe from the graph in Figure 16 

that in 2014 they have consistenly increased by 20% with respect to 2013, in the 

amount of 59 million euro. There are two main reason for such an increase: first, 

an increase in the Personnel Expenses and, second, an increase in IT spending 

reflected in Other Administrative Expenses. As far as the increase in the Personnel 

Expenses is concerned, it is mainly due to the growht in the size of  the workforce 

(+9%, up 123 million euro from 2013), especially the one dedicated to the Banking 

Operating structure which is in charge of the customer service and the sales 

network. The 87 new apprentices are employed in front-office activities, i.e. direct 

support of customers and Family Bankers, and operating both using the traditional 

and digital communication channels. In addition, also the Organisation and IT 

Division have been subject to a major reorganisation during 2014, with an 

integration on 39 new highly specialised professional and manager at support of 

the Digital Transformation process that Banca Mediolanum is undertaking. In 

particular, these new figures have been hired to support the investments the bank 

has made – and is planning to make in the near future – especially regarding the 
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development of new IT infrastructures and innovative services to customers. 

Moreover, in order to better support the change management of the digitalisation 

process, the CIO, together with the IT Service Delivery and with the IT Architecture 

senior managers, were replaced with new ones, deemed better experienced and 

open-minded approach for sharing the vision and the mission throught the 

implementation phase.  

If we look instead at the Other Administrative Expenses, these are mainly due 

to additional costs the bank incurred for implementing IT services (with an increas 

of 31.7 million euro with respect to 2013). In particular, it can be noticed in Figure 

16 the dramatic increase in IT spending from 2013 to 2014, reaching 23.8% of 

Total Administrative Expense, up from 17.7%.  

 

Figure 16 

 

 

Digital Transformation obviously requires the implementation of new 

technological tools – even though, as we have already pinpointed, technical 

advancement is a necessary but not sufficient condition. In this light we can regard 

IT spending as a good proxy for measuring the digitalisation effort of Banca 

Mediolanum.  

Another important measure is represented by the number of projects carried 

out by both business and the IT departments and generally aimed at re-organising 
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the company’s structure, making some processes more efficient, at developing new 

innovative and cutting-edge services and products for customers or at creating 

new social platforms for spurring collaboration amongst resources. In 2014 the 

number of these total projects – including also the ones related to other spheres as 

for example the regulatory one – has increased by 29% with respect to the 

completed projects of 2013, and by 18% of the ones forecasted in the project 

portfolio management. These projects have been completed 95% of the times 

within planned deadlines and can be differentiated in the following categories: 

 Regulatory projects (39%); 

 Analysis and re-organisation of the company’s structure (6%); 

 Modifications and improvements at the operating model (20%); 

 Marketing and advertising campaigns (18%); 

 IT initiatives and internal projects (2%); 

 “SMART” program (15%).  

In particular, the SMART programme represented one of the most important 

programmes implemented by the bank in 2014, aimed at defining innovative and 

transformational initiatives for its operating model, with distinct attention towards 

digital supports for the sales network (e.g. digital signature). Therefore, also from a 

financial point of view, the bank demonstrated of being primarily and largely 

involved in the support of Digital Transformation.  

In the next chapter we will present the chronology of Digital Transformation 

path of the bank. In particular we will be describe both the digital services and 

innovation for the sales network as well as the organisational changes towards a 

more digital-oriented model and the re-organisation of several processes and 

related incentive schemes for making digitalisation happen.  
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6.  Banca Mediolanum: The change path  
 

 

“Progress is impossible without change, and those who cannot change their minds 

cannot change anything.” 

George Bernard Shaw Read  

 

In this chapter we will report in brief the digital and technological path Banca 

Mediolanum has undertaken from its origin in 1997 until 2015. The analysis will 

retrace stepwise the banking services introduced through the support of the 

digitalisation of its tools as well as the organisational changes and projects 

executed in order to make the bank reaching its current digital status.  

The analysis will be structured into three main blocks: the first (section 6.1) 

narrates the steps of the organisation towards an even larger omni-channel model 

thanks to the internet arrival; the second block (section 6.2) includes the 

revolution of the mobile phones; and the third block (section 6.3) is characterised 

by the beginning of the Digital Transformation era, with the Digital Mediolanum 

program marking the year.  

 

6.1 FROM 1997 TO 2006: THE BEGINNING OF THE INTERNET ERA 

In this section we will provide a brief description of the main technological 

innovations the bank has adopted since its fundation, in 1997, until 2006, the pre-

mobile revolution year. In particular, this time range represents the period in which 

banks worldwide started to take advantage of the great potential of the web in 

order to increase their services to customers and to differentiate from 

competitors; Banca Mediolanum is no exception. We will now describe 

chronologically and in detail the technological advancements of the bank through 

its primary milestones.  

 

1997. Banca Mediolanum was founded leveraging on a multi-media and 

technological approach that allowed the innovative business model of a multi-

channel bank withouth physical branches. The first means through which it 
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delivered its services were call-centres and television teletext¸ supported by a 

group of dedicated professionals at customer’s disposal.  

2000. In 1999, with the advent of the so-called New Economy, on-line trading 

was in a hype and in 2000 Banca Mediolanum lunched its on-line trading service 

platforms called “My Trade”. In addition, following the internet revolution, the 

bank also invested in the first version of its home banking service, lagging behind 

82% of world banks already offering the option, but being at the forefront of this 

service nationally. 

2004. The Mediolanum Channel was born, representing the first Mediolanum 

Group’s digital satellite TV channel, an evolution of the then-existing Corporate TV.  

2005. The first corporate web-site is created - i.e. www.mediolanum.it – 

addressing particularly to the corporate and financial community. From 2005, the  

Mediolanum Group started increasing its presence on the web, also thanks to the 

creation of other web-sites dedicated to the different initiatives it promoted - e.g. 

the Mediolanum Foundation web-site or the Family Banker web-site. Moreover, 

with the expansion of the sales network and the ever-increasing necessity of 

having the information of the customers available for everybody, the initial 

corporate intranet was further developed from its initial version dating several 

years back. 

2006. New services for the sales network were created as, for example, the 

possibility of watching the Corporate TV programs via the internet. In this way the 

bank managed to enhance the global reach of its channels, allowing Family Bankers 

to be updated on corporate news anytime, anywhere, by simply connecting with 

their laptops. In addition to this, the bank created a web-based vendor portal, 

which enabled vendors to be better connect with the bank, allowing them to 

participate in on-line bidding to become suppliers of Banca Mediolanum. Through 

this portal, indeed, it was easier for Mediolanum Group to manage the electronic 

requests that arrived and to evaluate them almost in real time.  

 

6.2 FROM 2007 TO 2012: THE BEGINNING OF THE MOBILE ERA 

In 2007 marks the beginning of the era dedicated to mobile phones and 

mobile services. In fact, in this year Apple Inc. lunched its first version of the 
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iPhone on the market triggering the shift of banking services from computer-based 

to the mobile-based technologies. Moreover, the diffusion of the use of 

smartphones also facilitated the increase in reach of social networks, which started 

to be monitored by companies to (i) control what the public opinion was on their 

product or service, and (ii) for advertising purposes. In this section we will 

describe all the technologies Banca Mediolaum has invested in to offer is 

customers products and services in line with the technologies available in different 

time periods.   

 

2007. As far as the banking services are concerned, in 2007 it was lunched 

the first access service via mobile, the B.Med Mobile, consisting of a dedicated 

Java® application for then cutting-edge mobile phones, e.g. Nokia, HTC, and 

Blackberry. In addition, it was introduced also the Interactive Voice Response (IVR) 

- in substitution to the Voice Response Unit (VRU) previously used through the 

buttons of a touch-tone telephone -  an automatic telephone response service 

active 24h a day, aimed at satisfying the needs expressed by customers of being 

more and more independent in doing their transactions, using consultants’ support 

only when strictly necessary. In addition, it was also introduced the possibility of 

getting official documents by customers via e-mail, a further step ahead towards 

the digitalisations of the processes. 

Concerning the services dedicated to the sales network, it was created the 

Innova Portal of the Mediolanum Group, a fundamental intranet gateway 

containing all the technological tools, information, rules and procedures used both 

by call-center operators and by Family Bankers – in order to grasp information and 

deliver services to the customers –, and by management and employees to work 

and “live” the organisation. Related to the sales network, it was also introduced the 

Mediolanum Personal Marketing – later called Mediolanum Personal Branding 

Platform – consisting initially in a tool aimed at allowing the company to 

understand what was the best advertising method for each customers, helped by 

the Family Banker who introduced such information to the platform. Later on, 

instead, it has become a more structured tool for sending commercial 
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communications to customers, as for example via e-mail and text-messages, and to 

introduce banner in the web-sites, etc. 

2008. As testimony of the increase in use of mobile technologies in the retail 

banking sector, 2012 registered an increase of 45% in the use of text-message 

channels - e.g. withdrawal alert - with respect to 2007.  Internet services also 

continued to grow, with home banking channels registering an important increase 

of 65% from 2005 to 2008 only. Concerning instead the introduction of new 

technologies, the IVR evolved into the introduction of B.Med Voice, an advanced 

voice recognition service that helps customers finding answers to their questions 

using an automated voice assistant via telephone.  

Regarding the services aimed at equipping the sales network, the antecedent 

intranet version of Banca Mediolanum was upgraded to the MedIntranet. Family 

Bankers’ offices were now also traceable via geo-localisation. 

2009. From this year a change in the way banks interacted with customers 

took place globally. New models for questing the interaction and the collaboration 

with customers arose and the human and digital relations started playing a key role 

in retail banking.  

During this year, the Mediolanum Group improved its training and learning 

area, inaugurating its Corporate University, defined as “a company inside a 

company”, with the objective of training professionals to reach excellent results in 

the relationships with customers, including the novelty of MedBrain, an on-line 

portal offering access to courses and documents for personal training.  

2010. The web-based platform B.MedNet was introduced, integrating Banca 

Mediolanum’s four main areas – i.e. MedItranet, Family Banker web-site, MedBrain 

and Corporate TV – containing all the useful information and tools for making the 

sales network operating at best. In addition, the B.MedNet was integrated with the 

Corporate TV, allowing programmes and videos to be broadcasted directly on the 

portal to be watched from the sales network on any digital device.  

In addition, B.Med Voice, already introduced in 2008, was further refined 

allowing RAV and MAV payments by customers through an automated voice-

recognition service over the telephone. 
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2011. During the course of 2011, there has been a significant increase of 

digital banking services dedicated to customers. it was lunched the new web-site 

B.Med Online, dedicated to new InMediolanum deposit account, followed by the 

creation of a mini mobile web-site incorporated in the new mobile applications 

created for iOS, Android and Windows operating systems. The apps were the result 

of a great interest registered from customers for the mobile channel and they have 

been improved with a geo-localisation option able to find the position of the 

nearest ATM or Family Banker. Furthermore, associated to the new web-site the 

bank introduced the on-line chat and the internet calling VOIP, with the peculiarity 

of allowing a multiple-call able to connect three key stakeholders with resulting 

higher efficiency and effectiveness in customer problem solving: the Banking 

Services Centre, the Family Banker, and the customer.  

2012. New mobile services were added, giving customers the possibility of 

buying and selling government securities, managing credit card accounts, 

obtaining information on life insurance policies and investments products, and 

paying utility bills by taking a picture of the code. The mobile applications were 

highly successful and the number of mobile transactions more than doubled from 

the previous year, passing from 88.7 million in 2011 to 228 million in 2012. 

Beyond mobile, Banca Mediolanum’s customers demonstrated to prefer direct 

channels, requesting more “self-service” channels. 

Another important technological innovation introduced was the digital 

signature, which allows more efficient bureaucratic processes while preserving 

legal value. Since 2012, in fact, the digital signature has extended to other 

additional types of operations and products, favouring paperless procedures. 

Today, the digitalisations of the subscription procedures is still successful, 

representing, in August 2015, 53.4% of total customers subscriptions to Banca 

Mediolanum services, with a proportion of 11.4% in the adoption of the digital 

signature (see Figure 17). According to the Integration Channel Manager of Banca 

Mediolanum, “some of the operating processes which expected the subscription of set 

of paper forms and their consequent shipment to the central Headquarter in Milan 

have been speeded and enhanced over the last few years” and continued “several of 

these processes, indeed, have been completely revolutionised, digitalised, made 
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paperless, with numerous benefits, such as the reduction of the time dedicated and of 

the number of errors”. Ceteris paribus, the more a process is efficient, the better will 

result the service delivered to the customer, the higher will be his/her satisfaction. 

“Indeed, if the bureaucratic practice is wrong” reported the Manager, “it will stretch 

timing and, in some cases, provoke frustration to customers. The opposite of this 

company’s mission”. 

 

Figure 17: Percentage of Digital Subscription - August 2015 

 

Source: Banca Mediolanum Internal report 

 

In 2012, social network pages were inaugurated – such as the Facebook’s, 

Twitter’s, YouTube’s and LinkedIn’s – with an editorial plan to supply certain types 

of contents to specific target of audience. According to the Social Media Manager of 

Banca Mediolanum, the main motivation spurring the creation of a social network 

staff at the bank was first of all “the necessity of physically officialise in the web 

arena, in order to monitor and influence what is said about the brand”. In addition to 

this, social networking turned out to be a precious source of information and 

feedback from customers, useful for enhancing the services delivered to them. In 

fact, there are still few or no quantified financial benefits in terms of ROI from 

social network activities, but undoubtedly many other benefits arise as far as 

reputation and engagement of customer. Social networks, indeed, represent a 
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continuity solution with what can be considered one of the milestones of Banca 

Mediolanum’s principles: human relations. “Our company is a bank developing its 

business starting from the relations it establishes with people”, reported the Social 

Media Manager, “it is a very simple concept, but also a key one for the bank success 

until today. Therefore, it comes out as natural to preside over the social networks 

today.” Then he continued, more thoroughly: 

“In 2012 there were only seven/eight banks on Facebook in the Italian 

landscape. The company had the ability of having a vision and 

understanding that the phenomenon of social networks wasn’t just a 

temporary fad, but an epochal landmark. Therefore, deciding to commit 

to the cause, to allocate human, financial and technological resources for 

something that wouldn’t have a direct and quick impact on the business, 

wouldn’t be so natural if it wasn’t in the bank DNA”.  

Some numbers though are tallying up for Banca Mediolanum: after three 

years of presence in the social network ecosystem, the Facebook fan page 

continues to be the most popular in the Italian banking industry, with an 

engagement rate of the followers higher than the average. Thus, the fans increased 

by 77% from 2013, registering a total number of 53,000 presences on Facebook.  

 

The aforementioned issues linked to the lunch of social networks’ fan pages and the 

increase of digital subscription practices are considered the first steps of the 

Digital Transformation process of Banca Mediolanum. However, we deemed 

appropriate to officially mark this phase’s start from 2013 in our analysis, the year 

coincident with the beginning of the Digital Mediolanum project. In the next 

section we will go further in depth on these types of digital projects and we will 

describe the various digital initiatives included therein.  

 

6.3 FROM 2013 TO 2015: THE BEGINNING OF THE DIGITAL 

TRANSFORMATION ERA 

From 2013, following the already implemented changes brought about by the 

introduction of dedicated social network staffs and by paperless procedures, the 

era of Digital Transformation for Banca Mediolanum officially began. The bank 
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passed to integrating technologies inside its operations and processes in a more 

structured fashion, giving birth to a broader yet unitary organisational plan, 

supported by true digital vision. In addition, it started thinking about not only 

concentrating on enhancing customer’s service – taking inspiration from the 

external environment as we have seen – but also beginning to increase the 

efficiency of its internal processes and cross-functional collaborations in order to 

provide customers better solutions to their needs. The focus on customers has, in 

fact, never changed or diminished, what has started to change, instead, has been 

the company approach towards a holistic use of technology. From being the main 

driver of commercial innovations at the bank, technology became a tool for Banca 

Mediolanum’s people to improve internal communications, collaborations and 

sense of belonging to the organisation. The real innovation of this era is therefore 

the shift from technology as a stand-alone tool to technology as enabler of 

processes and trait d’union among people as, in this way, augmented human assets.  

The present section will analyse the various digital innovations adopted by 

Banca Mediolanum from 2013 until today in terms of services, with a focus on 

further organisational projects such as the Digital Mediolanum (D-MED) project 

lunched in September 2013 and including the following ongoing digital initiatives: 

the Digital Workplace programme, the Collaborative Improvement, encompassed in 

the Idea Management project, the Knowledge Management and the Digital School, 

as well as an “observatory” on Digital Transformation. We will analyse the 

initiatives of the D-MED singularly and chronologically, contextualising them in the 

change management masterplan activated in 2013.  

 

2013. In this year it was registered an ever increasing number of contacts 

using direct channels and automated services for carrying out their operations, 

reaching 94% of the total. For instance, the main ones used are internet-based 

services, such as Banca Mediolanum’s websites and mobile apps, the voice portal 

(B.Med Voice), and also the Banking Centre. Then in 2013 the penetration of the 

home banking technology reached 68% for Banca Mediolanum’s clients, compared 

a national average of 48%, once again highlighting the success and the ease of use 

of this type of platform. 2013 also saw the introduction of several innovations as 
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far as customer services, such as the possibility to send money through PayPal® – a 

peer-to-peer platform enabling people to send money to any e-mail address –, the 

enhancement of B.Med Voice thanks the new “Nuance” technology, and the 

possibility to open a bank account on-line through the InMediolanum online 

platform. This enlarged the on-line offer of Banca Mediolanum and can be 

considered a milestone in achieving the status of Digital Organisation. Before 2013, 

only credit/debit card services and deposit accounts were in the online portfolio of 

Banca Mediolanum.  

As far as the training programs are concerned, in 2013 the catalogue of on-

line courses doubled in numerousity, with an increase of 164% on courses related 

to IT system training activities. As a consequence of the democratisation and 

improved utilisation of the training courses, total participants increased 71% with 

respect to 2012. In addition, “innovation” workshops have been organised on 

technology and related topics at Banca Mediolanum, with the participation of SDA 

Bocconi and Polytechnic University of Milan.  

2014. The number of total contacts received by the bank through its multi-

channel platform amount at 40.6 million in 2014, with 59% of the total received 

via the web-platform B.Med Online, and a 27% via mobile. Comparing 2014 with 

usage rate of the various channel in 2006 and 2012 – thus the years at the end of 

each phase analysed in the chapter – we can see the enormous changes that took 

place over the last decade of technological innovations (see Figure 18).  

 

Figure 18: Comparison between the usage rate of direct channels (years 2006, 20012 and 2014) 
2006 

End phase 1 
2012 

End phase 2 
2014 

More recent data phase 3 

 

27 million contacts 30 million contacts 40.6 million contacts 
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Indeed, while in 2006 the contacts received via website were at the level of 

64% and the second most important channel was represented by the Voice 

Response Unit (VRU), after six years, in 2012, the contacts via web were organically 

increased (to 72% of total), and, although the second most important channel 

remained the Voice channel (B.Med Voice), its proportion on the total was 

consistently eroded by a new actor – the mobile – which reached 9% in 2012. In 

2014, it can be noticed a countertrend in the portion took by the website, which 

has decreased to the 59% because of the rising of the mobile channels, 27% of the 

total, that became the second most important channel for the bank.   

Riding the mobile wave, in 2014, after some tests were carried out, Banca 

Mediolanum lunched the NFC Sim Technology for Mobile Payment, which consisted 

in the possibility for customers to pay directly with their smartphone at the POS 

through a contactless technology. Adaptability and flexibility in the adoption and 

offer of new technological channels can, however, be problematic for a yet 

immature ecosystem. For example, as reported by the Project Manager of the 

Mobile Payment project, “In Italy there are about 1.8 million POS for card payment, 

of which only 200.000 actually accept contactless payment, most of these 

concentrated in metropolitan cities and big retailers”. Banca Mediolanum realises 

that its industry’s innovation dynamic is not only a function of a company’s 

internal capabilities and vision, but is also affected by macro environmental 

variables that are exogenous to its change efforts and may not be easily monitored 

via customer analysis.  

 Concerning the services created for the sales network, in 2014 the B.Med Net 

was made suitable for mobile browsing, and new mobile apps were also created for 

tablets and smartphones to allow access to information without an internet 

connection –  a particularly useful feature for Family Bankers operating in ares 

with low 3G coverage.  

Regarding communication campaigns and advertising, in 2014 30% of the 

dedicated budget has been devoted to digital, demonstrating also in this field the 

great efforts that Banca Mediolanum is putting on its Digital Transformation. “We 

strongly believe in the web potential” affirmed the Chief Marketing Officer of Banca 

Mediolanum in an interview with Engage journalist La Rosa, “[…] therefore digital is 
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eroding investment quotes to other communication channels” (La Rosa, 2014). 

Banca Mediolanum advertising campaigns, indeed, are highly supported on the 

web through the company’s portals and on Facebook through tailored audience 

campaigns. 

2014 was also the year of two other important organisation projects: the 

SMART Programme, and the Digital Workplace project.  

The SMART Program was aimed at defining innovative and transformational 

initiatives for the bank’s operating model, with distinct attention towards digital 

supports for the sales network (e.g. enhancing digital signature adoption). The 

Digital Workplace project, instead, was born with the intent of driving the 

organisation towards more open and transparent forms of collaboration capable of 

disrupting organisational silos in order to reach higher levels of efficiency, 

innovation-oriented operating models, more reactive approach to customers’ 

stimulus and knowledge sharing.  According to the Digital Workplace Senior 

Manager, the main goal of the project was since the beginning the one of “[…] 

increasing the level of trust between people, in order to trigger a mechanism of mass 

collaboration and, thereby, enhancing the organisational performance”. In 

particular, Banca Mediolanum targets the goal of increasing by 25% its 

performance in this sense, after the publication of a McKinsey & Co. research that 

established this upper percentage limit for the increase in organisational 

performance due to the digitalisation of processes (Olanrewaju, 2014).  

Concretely, the idea behind the Digital Workplace is the one of creating a 

unique digital space through which people can work better having at their disposal 

all the information they need for carrying out their daily activities at best and 

through which collaborating and sharing documents easily with their colleagues. 

The Digital Workplace wanted to be the natural evolution of the intranet platform 

of the company, integrating all the 2.0 functionalities – e.g. content creation tools, 

comments, status update, tagging, etc. – with the management software of the 

company – e.g. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software – in order to be able to 

send notifications and tasks to people based on the project or activities they are 

doing. The Digital Workplace project is composed of four important areas 

summarised in Table 4, to which belong smaller, specific project that are still today 
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in 2015 considered work in progress (the completion of the Digital Workplace 

platform is expected for the end of 2016). For each area, the main patterns 

emerged and have been identified through a series of workshops and interviews 

carried out by the bank during 2014. We report them in the table below.  

 

Table 4: The four areas of the Digital Workplace project 

 Name Description 
Digital 
Workplace 
projects  

1st area Communication 

Information sharing tools and transparency 
 Favouring transparency of  corporate information 
 Redefining internal communication flows to 

overcome the use of e-mails 
 Enhancing corporate communication and the sharing 

of people’s roles and responsibilities  

Corporate news 
and comments 
(“Following”), 
Content access 
(“Inform 
myself”) 

2nd area Collaboration 

Environments for carrying out interactive activities, 
listening and talking with people 
 Redefining processes and internal project 

management 
 Sharing of the advancement in a project 
 Suggesting experts for problems resolution 
 Knowing priorities and activities advancement  
 Sharing of experience and colleagues best practice 

Idea 
Management, 
“Let’s 
collaborate” 
programmes 

3rd area Activities 

Self-service applications and end-to-end services, 
management of the business processes and data 
 Enhancement of the performance 
 Processes automation 
 Work and mobility 

To-do list 
(“Organise 
myself”) 

4th area Knowledge 

Repository and content research, capitalisation of 
people and organisational know-how 
 Enhancing research and access to internal know-how 
 Access to people competences 
 Management and sharing of specialised information 

and issues 
 Training and giving assistance to people 

Knowledge 
Management 

 

Along with the planning of the areas to include in the Digital Workplace 

platform, the change management team in charge of the project carried out an 

Organisational Network Analysis (ONA) – i.e. a quantitative technique for studying 

and graphing the relations within an organisational network – aimed at 

highlighting those who, inside each network, have the characteristics to sustain 

and amplifying the Digital Transformation process. These individuals are also 

known as pivots or digital champions and are named “vertices” or “nodes” in graph 

theory – the area of mathematics that formalises the study of models that allow 
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pairwise relations between “objects”. In particular, the analysis consisted in 

administering to 2044 users four specific questions related to their relationships 

with other people inside the company. To each of the four questions, the users 

answered indicating ten names of people that would satisfy the request. Then, once 

having collected data and having elaborated it through with the aid of specialised 

software, the output given was represented in an image highlighting the most 

influencing people inside the company with respect to the specific issue raised by 

the question. An example of the result obtained is represented by Figure 19, in 

which the grey lines represent the connections, while the size of a bullet is 

proportional to the number of relations it is capable of concentrating onto itself. 

From this quantitative Organisational Network Analysis some results have emerged 

that can be of managerial interest:  

 Identification of a list of digital champions to involve in the design and 

realisation of the Digital Workplace project; 

 The centrality of the IT and of the Banking Operations for the problem 

solving activities; 

 The main sources of the ordinary operations are represented by Marketing, 

Banking Operations, HR/Organisation and IT; 

 There is no centralisation of information source inside the company 

network, but there are different paths for information exchange. 

Figure 19: Map of the relations per daily operations, created by the software elaborating ONA data 
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Starting from these results, the change management team set the 

groundwork for the unified company platform of the Digital Workplace. In 

particular, the roadmap of the project has scheduled to lunch the platform 

containing the first pilot projects (e.g. Idea Management) during the second half of 

2014, officially beginning the “exploration phase”. From 2014 to 2015 it was 

planned the “adoption phase” to make people be the protagonists of digital change, 

and later on, starting in 2016, the “consolidation phase” is scheduled so as to 

digitally transform all business processes. Figure 20 provides a representation of 

the Digital Workplace roadmap, with the details of each phase. 

 

Figure 20: The Digital Workplace roadmap 

 

 

The two main initiatives contained in the Digital Workplace project are 

represented by the Idea Management and by the Knowledge Management projects. 

While the former has been initiated in 2014, the latter has started its planning in 

2015; we will thus describe it in the next section. 

 

The Idea Management project consists in a collaborative improvement 

platform (both on-line and off-line) that can host all the organisational projects 
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that require multiple interaction between team members. An individual, also called 

the sponsor, can lunch a business challenge and potentially everyone inside Banca 

Mediolanum can contribute to the challenge and enrich it with new ideas. From a 

challenge there is the possibility of generate a real organisational project, with 

human, technological and economic resources. The Idea Management project 

started in 2014 with a “pilot” version involving 83 pivot (or digital champions) on a 

voluntary-basis and has then continued in 2015 with the involvement of more than 

600 human resources and coverage of 60% across organisational departments. 

These people experimented innovative techniques for improving collaboration, 

proposing projects for increasing operational efficiency and organisational 

initiatives, and using state-of-the-art technological tools. This resulted in the 

activation of more than 20 challenges, the sharing of more than 170 ideas and 

3000 associated comments. Moreover, more than 20 projects on cost-benefit 

analysis have officially started. As reported by the Project Manager of the Idea 

Management, “For twenty-five years the Mediolanum Group has organised small 

groups of voluntary people – the Work Improvement Teams (WIT) – that, for five 

months per year, were involved in focused organisational improvement initiatives” 

and continued “the concept at the base of the Idea Management it’s the same, but in 

this case the potential is incredible because it is not only about involving small 

groups, but rather, the entire organisation”. Therefore, the benefits in the long-term 

are the ones of taking advantage from the collective intelligence in order to use it 

to make the company performing better, and to continue offering customers 

cutting-edge services: something we could rename “crowd-problem-solving”.  

Aligned with the digital changes brought to the organisation, in 2014 there 

has also been the shift to the cloud technology, with particular reference to the 

adoption of Office 365® and the storage of all the documents in the “cloud”.  This 

represented not only a technological, but also an important cultural shift, because 

it has allowed people to connect to their documents and their e-mail addresses 

wherever and whenever they want, allowing them to work from home in particular 

situations, unhinging the idea of working just from the office, or being obliged to 

remain at the office to complete an activity that does not require physical presence 

in the office. In addition, the cloud technology has incredible benefits in terms of 
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new version updates release, which can be reduced to only 1/5 of the time with 

respect to desktop-based technologies and that, in this way, are better fitted for 

responding to time-to-market requests.  

2015. The most important Digital Transformation in 2015 has been the 

planning of the Knowledge Management project. As already pinpointed, the project 

is part of the Digital Workplace project already initialised in 2014 and still on-

going in its planning and evolution. The Knowledge Management process consists 

in a digital platform working as an unique organisational knowledge repository, 

that will be useful to both the front-office and the back-office, as well as to the sales 

network and to whomever in the organisation needed to have access to the 

company’s information and data. In particular, the platform is built in Office 365®, 

which has been integrated with other tools and Microsoft applications – e.g. e-

mails, Skype®, Word®, Excel®, etc. – linked to a database. According to the Project 

Manager of the Knowledge Mangement project, “this platforms will really benefit the 

Banking Centre” and explained “because, having a faster and easier access to 

customers’ data, the operators will find it also easier to talk with customer knowing 

their relationship with the bank, and thus trying to instil trust in the relationship”. 

Concerning economic benefits, Banca Mediolanum’s management expects, by the 

end of 2016, savings of approximately 600.000 euro per year, especially in terms of 

reduction of the duration of each customer-banking centre call and of the errors in 

writing the same document multiple times.  

 

In this chapter we have described the innovation and technological 

transformation of Banca Mediolanum, both in terms of channels and services for 

the sales network, as well as digital organisational projects aimed at making 

business processes more efficient. In particular, Table 4 summarises all the various 

technology over time, showing the evolution of bank from 1997 to 2015 and can be 

considered a reference table for understanding the logic behind the digital path 

undertaken by the company. The next chapter focuses on the reporting and 

analysis of the questionnaires handed out to the bank’s middle management.    
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Table 5: The timeline of Banca Mediolanum Digital path 
* VRU = Voice Response Unit 
**IVR = Interactive Voice Response 
***WIT = Work Improvement Teams 1
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7. MAIN FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH   
 

 

“If we look at the Digital Transformation phenomenon in the short-run period, that’s 

for making things more efficient. But, if we look at it from a long-term perspective, 

that’s value creation.” 

Innovation Senior Manager at Banca Mediolanum 

 

7.1 MOTIVATIONS SPURRING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND 

EXPECTED BENEFITS 

From our research it emerged that the main motivations spurring Banca 

Mediolanum to undertake Digital Transformation are in some way intrinsic in the 

nature of the bank itself, as part of its business mission. As reported by the HR 

Senior Manager, “the use of the technological assets has differential elements 

representing one of the main pillars on which the business of Banca Mediolanum is 

based on, and thus being part of its DNA”. The bank, indeed, was born with the idea 

of exploiting cutting-edge technologies and putting them at the service of 

customers’ needs in every given technological “era”. These technologies, however, 

have never been seen as mere technical tools, but they rather represent value 

added in the relationships the bank establishes and takes care of with its 

stakeholders (clients and employees primarily). Human relations have thus been 

shaped with the use of technology as enabler and facilitator.    

Another motivation for the bank to capitalise its efforts towards Digital 

Transformation arises from the necessity of maintaining and enhancing its 

position in the market. The bank is today performing well, not only economically 

but also operationally, and it is determined at investing in higher levels of 

reactiveness, flexibility and speed. These improvements must be reflected in better 

customer services and products which are the real focus of Banca Mediolanum. “As 

Ennio Doris says”, reported the Project Manager of the Idea Management, “any firm 

that sits on its current wealth will be wiped off by the next generation of companies”, 

and he continued, “[…] because those who will survive, will be the ones that would be 

able to ride this Digital Transformation wave”.  
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Under this perspective, Banca Mediolanum is now trying to be ahead of a new 

curve of growth related to digital trends, trying to take advantage of a series of new 

opportunities and technologies that the market can offer. In particular, as reported 

the Project Manager of the Idea Management, “Mediolanum operates in the banking 

industry, and Digital Transformation has an incredible impact on the new Financial 

Technology (FinTech) industry” – i.e. hi-tech start-ups tackling the financial 

services sector via technological solutions (e.g. mobile payments and online 

lending) – “thus I think the company is trying to grasp such growth opportunities”. 

How Banca Mediolanum intends to cooperate with the FinTech start-up ecosystem 

is not clear at the moment, but for the statement confirms the fact that the bank is 

actively monitoring its competitive marketplace and its intersections with 

industries once deemed only supportive of the financial services sector. In fact, as 

reported by the Digital Workplace Senior Manager of the bank “even if today there 

is not yet an official structure aimed at monitoring the start-ups’ activities, we cannot 

say we don’t do that”. This informal coverage has resulted in Banca Mediolanum 

investing 3 million euro in United Venture in November 2014 – a venture capital 

fund for Italian hi-tech companies overseeing a 60 million portfolio with more than 

20 ventures. In particular, the fund is focused on investments in consumer 

internet, software, and mobile redefining the logic behind these established 

industries (Banca Mediolanum: 3 milioni alle start-up. Investimento in United 

Ventures, 2014). Notwithstanding the absence of a structured start-up monitoring 

projects, we have gathered enough information during the interviews that pointed 

towards the creation of this new function in late 2015 or early 2016 under the 

supervision of the Innovation unit.  

Concerning the benefits the bank has obtained from Digital Transformation, 

from our research it emerged that they still have to be measured in quantitative 

terms, and the only data we managed to collect are of qualitative nature. At this 

stage of the Digital Transformation evolution we can affirm that Banca 

Mediolanum has completed the first phase of its transformation – adopting 

technologies for triggering mass collaboration and speeding up processes – but the 

future efforts will be as challenging as the ones already put in place.  
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We have already described in chapter 6 the results obtained until today for 

the specific digital initiatives adopted in Banca Mediolanum. In general we can 

state that, forward-looking, the bank will be able to enjoy benefits in terms of: 

 Reputation, branding and positioning, thanks to the lunching of continuously 

improved and efficient services for the customers; 

 Economic returns, since today these are absent, being more related to image 

returns; 

 Improved collaboration and transparency in the way of working, with a lean 

use of new sharing platforms; 

 A diffuse digital mind-set, a culture build on new digital bases and a 

consistent decrease of the internal resistances to the adoption of new 

technologies; 

 Improved processes in terms of time and quality, thanks to the introduction of 

new technological platforms for Knowledge Management and sharing; 

 Savings in terms of costs and resources, with the possibility of making the 

number of customers increase, without making the human resources of the 

company growing at the same speed. 

Therefore, according to the HR Senior Manager, “the future benefits are 

expected to be perfectly aligned with the ones that we are today generating and on 

which we are currently working” and he continued “the main goal is the one of 

changing our mind-set and making today’s approach at Banca Mediolanum 

becoming an end-to-end approach”.  

To understand and analyse the root cause that pushed Banca Mediolanum to 

invest in Digital Transformation we will now study the success factors the 

interviewees deemed necessary for bringing about the expected benefits just 

probed. 

 

7.2 FACTORS OF SUCCESS 

In our interviews we have asked people what were the five most important 

factors that they considered fundamental in making Digital Transformation 

happen. What emerged are ten common patterns that have been revised and 
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aggregated in order to give a clearer presentation of our findings. Results are 

collected in Figure 21, where the length of each bar is given by the number of 

people having indicated the corresponding factor as one of his/her successful 

factors for the Digital Transformation of Banca Mediolanum. 

 

Figure 21 

 
 

As it can be noticed from the graph above, at the first place, both in terms of 

importance and number of “nominations” (13), there is the people factor, 

considered by all the interviewees an essential element without which digital 

change cannot even begin. Right after the human factor, technology (10) and the 

creation of more efficient processes (6) follow. We now expand on each of these 

factors individually.  

 

1. People factor. It is intended as the way people act towards and react to 

change, the consequent engagement that it will derive, and the culture of 

collaboration and transparency that can be built. People are considered the 

real protagonists of the Digital Transformation of Banca Mediolanum, and 

in particular, as the Project Manager of the Idea Management expressed, it is 

important to pay attention at “how they make use of the new technologies 

introduced, how they take advantage from and how they reinterpret them” in 

order to give them the right stimulus and engage them as much as possible 
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in the transformation. “If we want people to change their behaviours” said 

the Innovation Senior Manager, “we need to start from the values of the 

Digital Workplace, such as transparency, trust and collaboration, and 

transform them into behaviours”. Thus, Banca Mediolanum, inside the 

Digital Workplace project in 2014, started with the preliminary 

Organisation Network Analyses (ONA), and through this particular method 

mapped the organisational network connections already existing, 

highlighting the more influential individuals – i.e.  pivot or digital champions 

– that would potentially have the right characteristics for sustaining and 

amplifying the transformational process in action thus being the 

ambassadors of the digital change. “Identifying the pivots and the early 

adopter of new technologies” – remarks the Social Media Manager of Banca 

Mediolanum – “allows you to spread out the message and the adoption of new 

behaviours more quickly, help filling the gap between them and the entire 

mass and facilitate the shaping of the culture”. Addressing and 

institutionalising these digital champions has thus represented for the bank 

an undoubtedly paramount success factor, but at the same time they 

allowed for a less structured and politicised process everyone could feel 

free to join in line with a particular function’s objectives.  As reported by the 

HR Senior Manager of the bank, “[since the beginning of the transformation] 

many people have answered to the company’s call on a voluntary-basis and 

they have become the first partners in the diffusion of this new culture of 

‘working together’” and continued “this is what I consider the true factor of 

success”. Indeed, open-minded persons are the ones that more than others 

manage to adopt behaviours open to change, to digitalisation and to 

transparency, allowing transformation itself to be accelerated. To this end 

we report here the words of the Digital Workplace Senior Manager, 

verbatim: 

“In the IT function, we registered a very high positive response to 

digital change and to the introduction of a new way of working 

through digital platforms, maybe because they were open to 
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technology or because they can install in first person the technological 

adjustments needed and make them their own partners.” 

The engagement of people derives also from the motivations that  

spurred each person to adopt different behaviours at work. Banca 

Mediolanum’s definition of Digital Transformation also means “[…] 

passing through the scope of the work itself”, as expressed by the Project 

Manager of the Idea Management, “because it requires people to become 

more transparent in their every-day work and responsible, but, in the 

meanwhile, it gives them also a series of important freedoms”. This means 

that with the digitalisation and the collaborative improvement platform 

the companies is implementing, people’s workflow and activities would 

become more and more transparent, with each person being able to learn 

and check on the work done by colleagues, with consequent 

enhancement of the responsibilities each individual would feel towards 

the whole organisation.  

Eventually, as we have already pinpointed, it is very important to identify 

the most influential resistors inside the company and try to work on 

them, on their behaviours, in order to “[…] make them becoming 

ambassadors of change” as expressed by the Innovation Senior Manager 

of Banca Mediolanum, “because otherwise they could undermine all the 

efforts done by the organisation”.    

2. Technology. It has been indicated by the interviewees as the second most 

important factor of success, even if it is seen by the majority as a mere  

instrument, a starting point of Digital Transformation, that is “[…] necessary, 

but not a sufficient one”, as reported the Digital Workplace Senior Manager 

of Banca Mediolanum. Nevertheless, once clarified that change needs to be 

“driven from the top”, as in the words of the Project Manager of Mobile 

Payment, and come from a variety of elements, some considerations can be 

made as of the role of technology. First of all, the technologies that are 

adopted must be accurately chosen to be highly performing, but, in the 

meanwhile, functional at making transformation happen more quickly. 

Therefore, as reported the Social Media Manager of Banca Mediolanum, “it 
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doesn’t mean it must be the more expensive one, but, for sure, the most 

appropriate at satisfying the needs”. In fact, many times it is better an easier-

to-use tool instead of a more complicated one, since, as explained by the 

Innovation Senior Manager, “if the technology has thousands of 

functionalities and appears complex, people would be less prone at adopting 

it”. Secondly, a careful analysis of the technologies available on the market 

is required in terms of costs, type of architectures and time of release, in 

order to evaluate if it is better making or buying the desired one. This 

represents, in fact, the first important choice to take because it could 

heavily affect the success or the failure of the project itself. Today 

companies needs to be fast, to have an agile infrastructure, and therefore 

many times the “buy” option turns out to be wiser because it allows the 

company to innovate fast, acquiring know-how from external sources, 

lowering costs, and reducing the risk of wasting time on a technological 

project that is, almost by definition, already obsolete. As reported the Social 

Media Manager of Banca Mediolanum: 

“Technology is for us fundamental, but for monitoring the 

messages associated to our brand in the social network, we have 

decided not to develop such technology internally, but rather, it 

has been easier to buy it from an outsourcer. Because, banally, 

developing and maintaining a technology able to do this requires 

a day-by-day know-how that needs to be continuously updated”. 

 The role of the IT function, indeed, is becoming more the one of 

coordinating the technological projects and taking care of the relationships 

with the outsourcers, rather than developing technology in-house.  

3. Processes. Transformation calls for new models, new ways for carrying out 

the every-day activities and find solutions to problems. “Every process can 

be enhanced tomorrow, even if today it works”, reported the Channel 

Integration Manager, and continued “because the improvement is continuous, 

it never stops”. Thus, in this view, the renovation of processes is considered 

a true success factor which allows the firm to evolve into a Digital 

Organisation. If, for instance, there is a problem with the use of some 
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technological applications, people would open an official ticket using the 

relative internet portal and would wait for an official answer supplied by an 

expert. With the introduction of the social enterprise platform of Yammer® 

(a Microsoft software) people can write their questions and the community 

would help them finding solutions. As reported by the IT Architectures 

Manager, “this new problem-solving modality consistently contributes to 

speeding up the responses and the resolution proposal the system would give, 

without necessarily arriving at trigging more complex and structured 

processes”. This does not mean substituting official mechanism, but simply 

using a new process, which leverages on mass collaboration and helps 

finding quicker resolutions. Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind 

that the process enhancement for the bank is always turned to one and 

scope only: increasing the quality of services offered to customers, which is 

at the basis of the Banca Mediolanum’s values, and in the meanwhile 

keeping the pace with competitors. “We want to take care of customers 

offering them processes that are the more fluid, transparent, logic and 

effective as possible”, reported the HR Senior Manager, and continues “[…] 

and Digital Transformation obliges you to put lots of logic and 

consequentiality into processes, which as a consequence become faster and 

more effective”. Therefore, to make the operating processes becoming  more 

efficient “it is necessary to put into relation the front-end with the back-office 

of the Operations Department”, said Project Manager of the Knowledge 

Management, “thus making the two structures approaching each other in 

order to manage to solve customer’s problems during only one call, without 

making them waiting too much”. In particular, this represents one of the 

main objectives of the Knowledge Management platform: a project lunched 

in 2015 and planned to be fully operating by the end of 2016.  

However, during this first phase of Digital Transformation, it has been 

registered a difficulty in quickly updating such processes, especially if we 

compare change of people’s behaviours with changes in piece of processes. 

According to the IT Governance Senior Manager, “people are much faster 

than processes” and she continued “The process automation would certainly 
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bring a benefit to the bank in terms of time-to-market and customers’ 

response, thus we are working on them”.  

4. Responsive/agile organisation and governance. Summarised in this 

factor of success there is the ability of the bank to quickly approve projects 

that are considered aligned with the strategic goals of the firm. This is due 

mainly to the fact that the role of the founder and of his family is still today 

a pillar in the government of the company, thus allowing a faster and leaner 

approval of the initiatives. As reported by the Project Manager of the Mobile 

Payment project, “Business, IT, Organisations and Channels all act in concert 

for realising an initiative. It’s possible to carry out projects at a faster pace”, 

and continued “[…] with our project on Mobile Payments we managed to be 

well-timed.” With Digital Transformation, indeed, the time factor is 

assuming a dramatically important role because everything changes 

dynamically, technologies evolve daily, and also customers are changing 

attitudes, preferring more self-service modalities and being increasingly 

connected to each other via social networks. Following these trends, the 

organisation needs to change its approach too, increasing flexibilities and 

reactiveness towards novelties that can be brought inside.  

5. Company’s culture of innovation. It is intended as the ability of the bank to 

innovate, “but not properly in terms of technologies” expressed the 

Integration Channels Manager of Banca Mediolanum, “rather the ability to 

think out of the box, changing flexibly one’s point of view and take advantage 

from the contamination between different realities, also living outside the 

organisation”. This is considered an important factor that, in part, already 

exists in the DNA of the company, but that needs to be nurtured further in 

order to face Digital Transformation. The peculiarity of the bank of 

associating innovation more with a conceptual and business factor, rather 

than with a technological factor, is reflected in the company’s decision of 

placing the Innovation and Digital Workplace unit under the Marketing 

department. As reported by the Innovation Senior Manager, “we would 

evaluate innovative ideas to apply to products, services, processes, operations 

and business model”, and he continued, “in this phase the IT does not have a  
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role as technological scouting, because we are now more interested in 

understanding how a technological novelty can have an impact on business”. 

In addition, to reinforce the will of discovering new businesses, new ideas 

and being contaminated, the Innovation unit will soon move the office to the 

centre of Milan, branching out from the company’s building located in 

Basiglio. This represents an unprecedented step ahead for Banca 

Mediolanum, because the office would be for the first time in its history 

outside the company’s perimeter and, more precisely, in a building 

immersed in a start-up hub, favouring in this way the circulation of ideas, 

the spirit of experimentation and the flexibility in approaching digital and 

transformation. Certainly, this organisational approach risks being seen by 

people in the company as an initiative of an elitarian group of people that 

has little to do with the day-by-day activities of the bank. Therefore, in 

order to avoid transmitting this message, the most important thing will be 

communicating and involve as much as possible the community, making 

them feeling the importance of embracing change.   

6. Communication and storytelling. Communication is considered another 

important vector for spreading out Digital Transformation and push people 

to engage themselves in making change happen. As reported by the 

Innovation Senior Manager “it is very important to communicate the reasons 

of change, the expected difficulties and transmit the sense of urgency”. 

Triggering the interest in people is another key element, on which it can 

sprout the will of experimenting new ways of working, new ways of 

communicating with the others, new models, new ways of doing business 

and so on. Therefore, storytelling – i.e. talking about other company’s 

success stories – can represent a powerful element on which to leverage to 

make a project be approved by the top-management or to make people 

share the company’s vision. As reported by the Digital Workplace Senior 

Manager: 

 “Digital Transformation projects don’t live just with Return On 

Investment (ROI), as the majority of other kinds of projects, but 

rather, they live with reporting the explanations of certain things 
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that have happened in a certain context. Because stories are those 

things that give people the possibilities to discuss about an issue and 

to compare opinions one with the other”.  

Eventually, besides internal communication, it is important to 

communicate also innovations and new services and products 

obtained through this transformation to the final customers, in order 

to make them understand the value added Banca Mediolanum can 

generate for them.  

7. Commitment of the top-management and budget. It is intended as the 

support that the top-management is giving to embrace digital change, both 

in terms of sponsorship, engagement and budget allocated, “[…] without 

which it would be impossible to start the transformation”, as reported by the 

Project Manager of Knowledge Management. According to the IT Governance 

Senior Manager, “the company did not give a limit to the budget to carry out 

the necessary actions towards favouring transformation” and she continued 

“there has been a substantial spending for hiring new human resources for my 

department and an IT project spending, certainly considerable with respect to 

the other Italian banks”. This highlights the importance of economic 

resources in keeping the pace of technological advancement and to help 

facilitating the transformation when necessary through, for example, 

acquiring external know-how or incorporating a start-up company.   

8. Digital vision. It is about creating a vision from the top that will guide the 

company and enable Digital Transformation. A vision that manages to 

transmit the motivation as of Why a transformation is needed, even if there 

is a current wealthy environment that would not require drastic change 

management measure. As reported by the Project Manager of the Idea 

Management, “this is what I call the paradox of collaboration” explaining “we 

often heard about bottom-up, peer-to-peer collaboration, but the paradox lies 

in the fact that there is always an incredible need for vision that can enable 

this process”. This is mainly due to the fact that very often people need to 

work, to use their intelligence and their personalities in an environment 

that is stimulating and rewarding the adoption of this new collaborative 
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approach. Therefore, the creation of a digital vision is absolutely a necessary 

key element for driving digital change.  

9. Planning of change management. It is intended as the planning of all the 

projects related to Digital Transformation, as for example the Digital 

Workplace project which includes other smaller projects as the introduction 

of the Idea Management and the Knowledge Management platforms. Change 

management planning is therefore the definition and study of all the 

upstream and downstream actions for the introduction of a new technology, 

taking into consideration the impact that its introduction would have on 

different people’s behaviours, e.g. on employees, management, customers, 

sales network, etc. We would define this as a prerequisite to the 

initialisation of a company’s transformation, but we also agree on 

considering it as a key factor for the success because otherwise even a small 

accident can be transformed into a catastrophic failure. According to the 

Digital Workplace Senior Manager, “before starting the Digital 

Transformation of Banca Mediolanum, we have studied that, where there is 

no planning, the so called “provide and pray” projects that are activated 

registered a high failure rate”. It is for this reason that the bank has created 

a controlled environment in which allows controlled mistakes to be made; 

in other words, it has translated the experimentation procedures typical of 

a scientific setting into business procedures.  

10. Training. It is intended as all the actions aimed at facilitating the 

acquisition of the right skills and competences needed to face the 

digitalisation of the company. The training has been differentiated with 

respect to the different organisational areas of competence, as for example 

the Digital Workplace or the IT department. On the one hand, as far as the 

Digital Workplace  programme is concerned, it has been decided from the 

beginning to “not carrying out a specifically established training programme, 

but rather, to take advantage from any public occasion inside the company to 

talk about digital”, as reported by the Digital Workplace Senior Manager of 

Banca Mediolanum. On the other hand, instead, inside the IT department 

many initiatives have been undertaken to train the IT professionals, 
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especially in the field of IT architecture. In particular, the IT Governance 

Senior Manager explained that “many trainings have taken place on 

architectures and on project management under my direction, in order to 

facilitate the beginning of the transformation”.    

Included in the factors of success highlighted by the interviewees, there can 

be recognised all the three elements characterising the transformation 

management intensity dimension defined in chapters 3 and 4: the people factor, the 

vision and the governance. According to the MIT and Capgemini research, the third 

element, the digital governance, plays a fundamental role in trying to coordinate 

actions, share resources and allowing digital projects to unfold smoothly in order 

to make the organisation innovate, both internally and externally. In the next 

sections we will present a broad picture of the most important and interesting 

governance and IT governance mechanisms implemented at Banca Mediolanum.  

 

7.3 THE ROLE OF GOVERNANCE  

The concept of governance has already been introduced both in Part I, in the 

form of literature review, and in the previous section as a declination of the 

peculiarities of Banca Mediolanum. It has been cited in the list of the ten most 

important success factors of Digital Transformation, but what has not being 

specified yet is that it represents the way through which all the aforementioned 

factors of success can be intermingled in order to enable Digital Transformation to 

take hold. Governance, indeed, takes advantage from the change triggered in 

people’s behaviour and into the culture and leverages on them, funnelling the 

digital efforts towards a more structured organisational transformation. 

From our research it emerges that Digital Transformation is properly 

considered much more as a transformation of people’s behaviours and of the 

organisational culture rather than a technological change. Technology is in fact 

often defined as an enabler, i.e. an instrument used to make things happen. This 

aspect was clearly emphasised by Banca Mediolanum’s Innovation Senior Manager:  

“The main motivation that spurred Banca Mediolanum to undertake 

the Digital Transformation path has been the one of creating a 

company that would reflect the new way of working together, built 
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through a change in people’s behaviour, as well as through the use 

of new technologies. These new behaviours would imply a set of new 

rules involving the collective intelligence, the mass collaboration.” 

Banca Mediolanum is using digital to bring about a cultural and social 

transformation first, recognising how a comprehensive change will only be 

realisable by engaging people and pushing them to take actions towards change. 

This practically boils down for the bank to blending its organisational units by 

eliminating silos-like work flows in favour of more transparent communication and 

knowledge sharing. The adoption of more collaborative way of working will allow 

broadcasting a cohesive vision aimed at building an entirely new organisation in 

an ordered fashion.  

It is now natural to ask How the bank is managing Digital Transformation in 

terms of governance and How the IT governance is changing in order to support 

these new collaborative ways of working. In order to answer these questions, four 

main directors have been identified: the management of the demand and of the 

projects portfolio, the institutionalisation of a Project Committee at the top-

management and General Manager level, the HR leadership role in the 

collaborative improvement platform “Idea Management”, and finally the role of 

outsourcers in the technological advancement of the company. We expand on these 

in the next four sections. 

 

7.3.1 IT governance: the Demand & Portfolio Managers 

The IT governance role in Banca Mediolanum is mainly the one of governing 

the IT budget for the entire company and monitoring the activities of IT projects 

against this budget, both with respect to their costs and to their timing. 

Over the last two years the IT function did not have the possibility of 

managing projects demand directly, but it was merely the executor, with obvious 

problems and delays on releases, and a consequent decrease in efficiency. 

According to the Senior Manager of the IT Governance at Banca Mediolanum “[…] 

there was no possibility to select the projects”, she affirmed, “[…] so whatever arrived 

to our unit, we were forced to manage it in some way in order to make things work”. 
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Furthermore, it was the business users themselves interfacing directly with the IT 

function, slowing down execution further.  

Then, beginning in 2014 and finalised in January 2015, these dynamics have 

been enhanced thanks to the institutionalisation of two new roles created under 

the supervision of both the Organization and IT departments: the Demand 

Manager and the Portfolio Manager. On the one hand, the Demand Manager and its 

staff play a role of liason between the business functions – mainly the Marketing 

and the Sales departments - and the IT function, operating as a filter in the 

management of the demand. In other words, as defined by the Channel Integration 

Manager during the interview “the Demand Manager collects all those projects 

related to the transformation or replacement of both existing and new applications. 

Therefore, his/her role is the one of creating the necessary synergies between the 

various projects and units”. The role hence analyses the various proposals and 

aggregates them, reducing redundancies and favouring scope and scale economies 

across projects. 

On the other hand, the Portfolio Manager and his team play the role of 

management of all the projects, in terms of financial expense and project relevance. 

He is in charge of managing them coherently and assigning priorities in line with 

time-to-market schedules. As a matter of fact, it is considered as an executive 

function to the Executive Direction since it manages the company strategic plan 

and evolution, being also in charge of giving a cohesive view on all the projects 

issued. 

“Now the IT function is evolving” IT Governance Senior Manager of Banca 

Mediolanum reports, “and I think it is finally going in the right direction”. Today, 

indeed, the IT governance supports the Demand and Portfolio Management as far 

as all the projects – including IT applications – are concerned, supplying, for each 

of them, an evaluation of the possible IT costs and delivery time. These two factors, 

of course, derive from the main decisions the IT unit is in charge of making: first, 

the choice about the type of technologies to adopt, including the design of the 

applications architecture, and second, the procurement choice between developing 

in-house or buying – e.g. from a technological vendor.  
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Then, she continued “As IT Governance unit, I reckon that we have brought a 

fundamental contribution to the Digital Transformation of Banca Mediolanum. 

Primarily for the fact of having accurately monitored the spending and having 

alerted people involved as soon as something didn’t work, in order to fix the 

problem”. This testimony confirms the initial assumption of considering IT 

governance as a successful factor for carrying out the Digital Transformation of 

Banca Mediolanum. In fact, the creation of a Demand and Portfolio Management 

office, as the intermediator between the business and the IT function, has allowed 

the IT to better govern the monitoring and the controlling activities of the projects 

portfolio. In 2014 the projects portfolio has more than doubled with respect to 

2013 in terms of finances, from 24 million euro to 50 million euro, demonstrating 

that through sound project planning it is possible to both decrease procedure time 

and make them more efficient. 

 

7.3.2 Governance: a business monarchy model 

We have already seen how the IT governance today supports the Demand 

and Portfolio Management, supplying, for each project proposal, an evaluation 

including an IT cost analysis and an estimation of the delivery time. The IT unit, 

head by the CIO, has, however, only an input support for decisions, since the 

authorisation and the final decision on a project is taken by two other important 

committees: the General Management Project Committee and the Investment 

Committee. The General Management Project Committee, made by the General 

Manager and his C-level executives, is in charge of approving single projects 

proposals, while maintaining a holistic vision in order to guarantee that all the 

initiatives approved are coherent with the strategic vision of the company. The 

projects then pass on to the Investment Committee, which operates at the CEO and 

General Manager level and is in charge of approving the use of the budget 

estimated for a certain project. In particular, this committee analyses in detail 

every single initiative, performing expected-benefit and incremental-costs studies 

and payback period analyses. “Almost every IT project passes through the 

Investment Committee approval” Banca Medionalum’s Innovation Senior Manager 

reports, clarifying “for sure all the ones estimated to exceed 500,000 Euro”.   
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The existence of these committees represents a great advantage for the bank 

because it allows a quicker analysis and approval process that is itself instrumental 

in keeping the pace of technological advancement, thus reducing the risk of 

investing in already obsolete technologies.  

In Figure 22 there is a graphical representation of the process we have just 

described, integrated with the roles of Demand and Portfolio Management analysed 

in section 7.3.1. 

 

Figure 22: The approval path of digital projects 

 

 

According to Weill (2004), the centralised decision making structure of Banca 

Mediolanum can be defined as a business monarchy model of IT governance, since 

the main IT decisions are taken by a group of chief officers – all the c-level 

executives in Banca Mediolanum’s case – collectively, without involving the IT 

leadership team. However, as we observe in our research, the adoption of the 

business monarchy model implies the CxOs committee – e.g. the Project Committee 

in our case – receives inputs from multiple sources within the company. For 

instance, as far as pure IT decisions are concerned, the input is given by a direct 

reporting of the CIO and his leadership team on IT spending, security, and 

technological choices (e.g. types, architectures, make or buy solutions). Concerning 

other types of decisions instead, where the IT function represents the 

technological intermediary, inputs can be supplied also from core business 

functions, such as the Digital Marketing unit, or from the Demand Manager, who is 
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in charge of collecting all the necessary information about the various projects 

under consideration.  

In particular, with the rising of the digitalisation of the banking and customer 

services industry as well as of the Digital Transformation of the internal processes, 

the company beginning to feel even more necessities in terms of: 

 working collaboration between units for providing effective and 

innovative solutions to the customers, the sales network and the 

operations; 

 speeding up the procedures to innovate more quickly, up to speed with the 

stimuli coming from the market and received by customers (e.g. through 

social network); 

 top-down governance of the digital strategy through the 

institutionalisation of a Project Committee, working in collaboration with 

the Demand and Portfolio Management, in order to maintain a coherent 

view on all the projects carried out at firm level. 

According to the IT Governance Senior Manager of the bank: 

 “Since I started working in Banca Mediolanum, in the early 2002, I 

have never seen a Project Committee made by the General Manager 

and his C-level executives, working close with the Demand and 

Portfolio Management, deciding whether launching an initiatives or 

not” she affirmed and expands “this represents a big change in 

terms of governance and it also helps us being more focused on 

priorities”.  

These testimonies confirm the fact that a change in the governance would 

represent a factor of success for making Digital Transformation work inside a 

company, and would contribute to reshaping the organisation to make it more 

digital-oriented.  

 

7.3.3 The HR leadership guiding collaborative improvement 

The management of the company has also taken some steps towards a whole 

integration of the firm’s human capital in its transformation efforts. From 2014 

Banca Mediolanum has extensively involved the HR Direction in the Digital 
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Transformation process by assigning the Idea Management project – i.e. a 

collaborative improvement platform – under the Training and Learning unit. This 

implied that a step of the Digital Transformation process, initially incubating in the 

Organisation unit, be passed on under the HR Direction to make explicit the 

relationship between transformation and human capital. At the same time 

however, the Idea Management project has a direct line with the CIO, since its 

budget is under the control of the IT governance. As the Project Manager (PM) of 

the Idea Management of Banca Mediolanum reported “[we] currently […] have the 

budget under the IT division”, and expanded “but the IT has an increasingly stronger 

need of talking to the HR Director in order to understand what the customisation 

needs in support of the community management are”. From this statement it 

emerges the necessity of creating a common language between the HR and IT 

units, because even if the budget owner remains the IT, the decision making 

process has to be inevitably of a collaborative nature, in fact “[…] it is required from 

the nature of the digital tools themselves”, as the PM of the Idea Management 

affirmed.   

 

7.3.4 The role of outsourcers in company’s technological advancement 

The governance of the outsourcers – the vendors to which the bank 

subcontracts the development of a particular technological application or service – 

is a fundamental issue for Banca Mediolanum. The role that such technological 

outsourcers are acquiring seems the one of “[…] becoming a sort of programme 

manager of the technological sphere of the company” as reported the Innovation 

Senior Manager of the bank. This view elevates the status of the outsourcers above 

subcontractor in charge of carrying out an already planned development phase. In 

some sense, the management looks at them as technological partners and 

developers. Moreover, the outsourcers allow the company to acquire quickly a 

know-how on any given issue that would be impossible to maintain within the 

boundaries of the firm and they unlock faster innovation using the so-called plug-

and-play service delivery: the provision of services and technologies from third-

parties in order to fill the competences and technology gaps in the value chain. 

According to the PM of the Idea Management “it is very important, with the digital 
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approach, to gain a contribution from the exterior […] because this is the approach 

that the disruptive startups have”. In this way the bank can reach the appropriate 

equilibrium between internal scepticism and external progressivism  while 

exploiting the technical competences (e.g. cloud technology) that will allow it to 

proceed more effectively along its Digital Transformation path. 

 

7.4 DIFFICULTIES AND REGRETS OF THE TRANSFORMATIONAL PATH 

From our research it emerges that there have not been particularly negative 

consequences of the Digital Transformation phases faced by the bank until today, 

even if some common patterns on problems and regrets have been identified 

during our interviews.  

In particular, concerning the difficulties the bank has coped with, the most 

recurrent one deals with people’s resistance to change, referred to both the  

management and the employees resistance, as well as to the sales network. “With 

the introduction of digital elements some problems have arisen, mainly of cultural 

nature”, reported the HR Senior Manager of Banca Mediolanum, and continued 

“since this transformation deals with changes in people’s behaviours, we know that, 

introducing it at Banca Mediolanum, we would interfere with the professional 

identity of each person”. This is primarily due to historical reasons: people are often 

convinced they developed their professional profile thanks to the way they 

approach their job. Introducing new tools naturally eradicates some well-

established mechanisms, making people feel less comfortable in carrying out their 

activities. But this aspect is differentiated according to demography: Digital 

Transformation better breaches into young generations than to older ones, 

because the former are, most of the times, more willing to adapt than older people. 

To understand how resistors cope with digital and feel about in such a change 

situation, we will report an extract by the Training and Learning Middle Manager of 

the bank: 

“We would need less talking about technological potential and more 

about the limits the organisation has in reaching specific results. Indeed, 

technology can help spurring collaboration, but if it is introduced as a 

discriminant, it operates as a separator between the different 
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demographic clusters of the company. Since the management is older 

than the average age of other people of the bank, Digital Transformation 

is perceived more as a challenge between the more technological people 

and the technological illiterate, and this provokes negative reactions”.  

This testimony makes it clear that the organisational transformation that 

Banca Mediolanum is facing impacts differently on people depending on their 

different mind-set and ability to “think differently”, the so-called culture of 

innovation we have already analysed in the success factors. Often, resistors see 

Digital Transformation as a bottom-up revolution that comes from outside the 

company, from the social network phenomenon, and that the bank is forced to face 

passively without being able to drive it. The only way to fight the resistance to 

change is thus starting and never stopping communicating and explaining people 

the motivations behind an organisational choice of embracing digital change. As 

reported by the Digital Workplace Senior Manager of Banca Mediolanum, “there are 

pockets of people that are unlikely to adopt more transparent and collaborative 

behaviours”, and continued “these people must be absolutely involved into the 

organisational transformation, we cannot leave them behind”. It happens, indeed, to 

have particularly segmented groups that will never adapt to changes, but the most 

important thing now for the bank seems to be the one of minimizing such losses.  

Other facets of resistance are then demonstrated for example by the 

management and the sales network. As far as the management is concerned, 

sometimes it struggles to see the future benefits linked to a specific digital project, 

especially if there is a consistent investment to do. We are referring to, for example 

the Knowledge Management project, which, according to his Project Manager, took 

about one year of meetings to be approved. As he reported “there was some 

resistance because the management didn’t understand which kind of results the 

Knowledge platforms would have produce once at operating speed” and he 

continued “but after one year we managed to make the various parties join the 

project, so that now, with their approval and contribution, the initial perspective 

about its usage has even been enlarged”. As far as the sales network is concerned, 

managers referred that especially the financial promoters have difficulties to adopt 

a new technological tool because they consider it as “[…] the umpteenth tool at their 
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disposal that it has given to them” as reported by the Channel Integration Manager. 

They have difficulties in having a much broader view on the possible benefits that 

would turn also to them, but rather, the introduction of the new technology is lived 

as an additional mental effort to do in order to learn using it. However, sometimes 

it is the technologies themselves that are used to change behaviours rather than 

the vice versa, but in doing this “there’s the risk that the tool is seen just an 

additional one, not having the right time and the sufficient push to be developed”, 

reported the Innovation Senior Manager of Banca Mediolanum. As already 

pinpointed, these phenomena of internal resistances can be fought through 

communicating more and better, especially the reasons of change, and leveraging 

on telling people stories of Digital Transformation’s success.  

As stated at the beginning we also wanted to research on what managers 

thought was the “regrets” they have accumulated during the process that, we shall 

see, intersect with and sometimes may have alleviated the problems just 

described. According to the Digital Workplace Senior Manager, one regret he has is 

the one of having involved only the HR and Organizational and IT departments of 

the bank in the Change Management committee for the Digital Mediolanum project, 

excluding initially other departments such as Marketing and Operations. “If we had 

involved also the other departments” he reported “we would had a greater power in 

the proposition of the changes, and thus also less resistances”. Instead, the actions 

undertaken have been too much concentrated on executives, rather than being 

transmitted as a much broader organisational change, where all the parties where 

actively involved in designing the solution.  

Apart from resistances, it is also happening that people do not have 

particular problems at joining a new way of working, but simply they need more 

time to be confident with using new technologies, demonstrating that not all the 

organisation transforms itself contemporaneously, but rather, it is a quite long 

process in which people need to be synchronised from above. The Training and 

Learning Middle Manager of Banca Mediolanum reported his reflections according 

to which “there is no way for linearly transform the organisation” and then 

continued: 
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“It changes differently in the various parts at diversified speed. Initially it 

would seem broken up in its transformation and not aligned, but after the 

various areas have contaminated each other, at the end of two years the 

scenario has completely changed. Maybe we still cannot make up our 

minds”. 

Therefore, the most important thing is to make people understand what 

would be the benefits in terms of increased speed of the processes and of the time 

they would save in doing an activity as well as improving output quality. Put 

differently, people must be made integral part not only of the process but also of 

reasons why the process has been initiated: “We must start thinking digital, because 

if people limit themselves to use new technologies as just a routine, it would be 

impossible then to grasp all the advantages given by a full awareness of the potential 

of such new approach to things” reported the HR Senior Director. This, in particular, 

represents an important step of the change management that needs to be faced 

soon by the bank  if it wants to become a full-fledged Digital Organisation.  

Moreover, the HR Senior Manager expressed also his regrets about how they 

have conducted the Digital Transformation of the bank. Turning back in time, in 

fact, he said he would spread a higher sense of urgency towards change in the top-

management, trying to highlight the fact that “not transforming would be more risky 

than doing it”.  

Another important problem that emerged from the interviews is linked to the 

fact of having adopted new technologies - e.g. cloud technology - for which the 

bank had not enough internal competences to deploy, thus needing an outsourcer. 

In this way the bank loses in part its IT governance, because of a know-how, 

competences and skills’ gap that it could not fill without outsourcing. This 

phenomenon of the outsourcers is mainly linked to the fact that today’s 

technologies are in continuous evolution and it appears very time-consuming and 

costly for an organisation to be constantly updated. “There is an increasing need for 

changing culture also from the IT point of view, passing from a static to a dynamic 

status” reported the IT Architectures Manager of Banca Mediolanum, and continued 

“Because it is no more possible to standardize procedures in order to control changes 

in a powerful way because of their dynamic nature”. According to the IT Governance 
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Senior Manager of Banca Mediolanum, the loss of control related to the fact of 

having assigned the management of the technologies to the outsourcer. This also 

represents the main thing she regrets and would do differently in retrospect. “We 

now have to catch up the competences, not the functional but the technical ones” she 

affirmed, and concluded, “we cannot leave them in the hands of a supplier, no matter 

how competent it is”. 

Change management problems and regrets seemed intertwined in Banca 

Mediolanum’s case. The latter, in retrospect, may have alleviated the former, and 

the former generated the latter later on in the process. To summarise our main 

findings we report the main points gathered regarding this aspect of the 

transformation: 

 Resistance to change from different parties of the bank, which would be 

fought through stronger communication of the motivations, the benefits and 

success stories of Digital Transformation; 

 Misalignments between people inside the organisation, calling for an 

established change management initiative able to spread a “digital way of 

thinking”; 

 The governance power subcontracted out to the outsourcers, due to a gap in 

technical competences and skills of the internal resources that in the long-

run would lead the organisation to gradually spin off IT governance if left 

unfilled.  

In the next chapter we will provide conclusive reflections on our research 

and findings, and we will anticipate some future scenarios for the evolution of the 

Digital Organisation.  
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8. Discussion about findings and conclusions  
 

 

“If there is a current discussion with other company’s departments today, is the one of 

avoiding incurring in the mistake of putting technological utility before social and 

organisational ones”.  

Training and Learning Middle Manager at Banca Mediolanum 

 

The present thesis has mainly focused on Digital Transformation and, 

particularly, on the impact that such a phenomenon has on the recent evolution of 

organisational models, processes, governance and culture. Our aim has been the 

one of understanding the dynamics that are occurring today in companies 

following the introduction of new technologies and the consequential 

embracement of digital change; our ultimate objective is thus to provide a 

comprehensive definition of a Digital Organisation.  

To this purpose, we have analysed the case of Banca Mediolanum, a major 

multi-channel retail Italian bank, which can be considered under the literature 

definition of digirati, or digital leader. Digirati are those companies which, through 

digital vision and governance mechanisms, manage to engage people in their 

Digital Transformation with the final goal of increasing their performance and 

strengthening their position in the market. Indeed, along its digital transformation 

path, the bank demonstrated to own also the features characterising digital 

leaders, bringing multiple changes to its organisation and operating model, as well 

as to its approach towards more open-minded and innovative ways of conceiving 

the work itself, and for this reason we believe the categorisation of Banca 

Mediolanum under both the digirati and digital leader taxonomy is suitable for the 

study under scrutiny.  

Indeed, the bank has been digitally active on multiple dimensions of its 

operating model. As a primary focus, it continuously works to offer customers 

superior technological and cutting-edge banking services to make their banking 

experience outperform that offered by competitors. Secondly, it tries to make 

processes more efficient, especially concentrating on incentivising paperless 
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bureaucracy and working on an internal knowledge management platform, so as to 

diminish the error rate in the production of legal documentation while being able 

to circulate quickly solved problems in a business continuity framework.  Thirdly, 

the bank has started introducing collaborative improvement platforms – e.g. the 

Idea Management – for instilling a digital culture into people’s behaviour and 

favouring crowd-problem-solving mechanisms that will allow finding better and 

quicker assets to be deployed for organisational projects. Lastly, it has introduced 

governance measures and new organisational figures – e.g. the Demand and 

Portfolio Managers – able to manage the proliferation of digital projects and make 

the transformation a controlled and consistent part of the overall strategic 

planning of the company.  

The stream of Digital Transformation that emerged from our analyses can be 

summarised into the motivation/factor of success/governance flow, where 

governance, together with organic organisational changes, represents the way 

through which digital change finds its feet. We point out that, in the Banca 

Mediolanum case, the main motivations spurring the company to move away from 

its model towards a more digital and innovative one, have to be placed in the 

bank’s own DNA. The company has, in fact, always used technological tools as an 

asset to build its competitive advantage; digital technologies are a particular 

subset of what one could think of technological tools, hence being aligned with the 

history of the bank itself. Nevertheless, we deem this aspect is reinforcing of the 

definition of digital organisation we will provide later, and by no means represents 

an hindering factor if one is to apply this research methodology as a benchmark for 

defining a digital organisation.  

On the premises described, a Digital Transformation process has been 

initiated at Banca Mediolanum leveraging on ten success factors that can be 

considered key elements to be governed and orchestrated from a strategic 

planning viewpoint. The most important of these elements indicated by the 

interviewees are represented by people engagement, technology deployment and 

process efficiency. These are followed by the importance of instilling a culture of 

innovation, promoting a strong communication and storytelling activity, digitally 

envisioning the company, having the top-management committed to the digital 
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cause, allowing a budget on a project, the careful planning of change management 

to prevent the organisation from taking too high risk a of failure, and training 

people to the introduction of the new technologies. Governance and changes in the 

organisational assessment represent the enablers of the process, hence the way in 

which the ten elements can be made malleable for creating a digital organisation.  

Our research was based mainly on a qualitative, inductive method, since the 

Digital Transformation of Banca Mediolanum and that of its competitors is still in 

its infancy, therefore quantitative measures may have not been statistically 

significant, making us prone to qualitative research. In fact, the set thirteen 

interviews to the management and middle-management of the bank has allowed to 

collect genuine assessments and personal intuitions thanks to which we were able 

to sketch a complete picture of the company’s digital view and of the way people 

are effectively living the digital change in their daily activities. Nevertheless, 

constructive scepticism is called upon here in saying that this method does not 

allow to measure the change in process efficiency, economic return on investment, 

and the interplay between transformational efforts and actual results. As the 

digitalisation process progresses in the financial services industry, further 

quantitative analyses may and should be carried out to measure the effect of the 

factors we studied in the present paper. In this sense, our contribution has been 

that of pointing to possible necessary elements for (i) an organisation to be 

digitalisation-ready and (ii) assessing the digitalisation level of an already existing 

digital organisation.  

Considering all the aforementioned elements, we now try to generalise the 

findings of our research into four main pillars characterising Digital 

Transformation. First of all, what today is commonly defined as Digital 

Transformation in the sense of being associated with the introduction of new 

technologies may not lead to a one-to-one relationship with technological change. 

We find change represents a cultural and behavioural transformation of the 

organisation, miring at shaping the way people conduct their work, the way they 

relate to each other in order to increase the effectiveness of processes, and the 

flexibility and openness to accepting continuous changes. There is therefore a 

paradigm shift that can be described as an entrepreneurial parallel to continuous 
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enhancement. Change is seen as enabler of improvement though not equally 

successful, and therefore allowing solutions to lie outside the “success” circle. 

Technology represents the triggering element for such change, thanks to which 

more and better relations between people and organisational departments are 

possible, the humus for improvement.  

The second pillar is then characterised by organisational governance, which 

has a fundamental role in making a company be more agile and reactive. Digital 

envisioned governance allows, in fact, a fast approval procedure for projects, 

better response to market needs and wiser use of the company’s resources, 

ensuring that all the projects in execution follow a pre-set strategic plan. The focus 

of the governance function is thus the one of allowing synergies creation between 

departments, and between the departments and the top-management. In 

particular, the introduction of new organisational roles of liaison – as for example 

the Demand and Portfolio Manager, which favour a better governance of IT projects 

–, and a top-management committee dedicated to project’s approval, can 

consistently help the cause.  

The third pillar is then represented by an increasing importance of the role of 

the Human Resources department, since, as we have already said, such Digital 

Transformation involves primarily people’s behaviours and attitudes to change, 

but it also calls for new digital skills and competences that resources need to 

acquire. In addition, with the introduction of new collaborative improvement 

platforms for favouring the creation of a digital workplace, the HR is called to drive 

the conceptual development of such platforms, because it represents the 

organisational organ in charge of human relations. Since technology is the enabler 

for increasing the company’s synergies and relations, the HR must maintain a 

constant dialogue with the IT unit, responsible for the budget and for the 

architectural development and delivery.  

Finally, the fourth pillar is characterised by the increasing need for an 

organisational contamination from external parties and stimuli, from which 

grasping specialised know-how to increase. In this sense, not only plug-and-play 

solutions are increasing, but also the role of the outsourcer and of specialised start-

ups are being elevated to actual technological partners of the company, able to give 
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a quicker and continuously updated know-how to the company that will make it 

promptly react to its market needs. 

Therefore, taking into consideration the international research in the field, 

and the findings emerged from our study, we define a Digital Organisation as an 

organisation that, through the implementation of new technologies, and guided by 

a vision, manages to reach: 

 complete transparency in the activities it carries out and in the use of 

its resources; 

 well-rounded horizontal collaboration between departments and 

between different hierarchical roles; 

 faster processes, being them linked to operations or to problem-

solving issues, with a consequent more agile exploitation of 

procedures; 

 sharing of its entire body of knowledge, creating a unique repository 

where storage of all the documents is feasible and to which everyone 

inside the organisation has access; 

 implementation of governance mechanism and of new coordination 

figures that can help the company giving a cohesive setting to the 

digital plan. 

At the time of writing and to the best of our knowledge, few companies have 

managed to zero in on the description above; we are in a transition phase. These 

years the call of digitalisation is becoming urgent upon organisation and we expect 

it to stay the same for some time in the future. In fact, as we have seen, this 

transformation represents primarily a change of paradigm towards a more 

horizontal and collaborative organisational set-up that makes explicit the 

paramount relational aspect related to the management of its human capital. 

Although at some point digitalisation will reach a plateau and urgency will be 

replaced by actual continuous improvement, we cannot definitely state companies 

will ever reach a finish line. The dynamics we have described here will likely be 

subject to different oscillations, coherently with the advancement of technology 

itself. Ultimately, technological advancement – intended as the progress towards 

more efficient and/or effective technical tools – cannot be predicted. We therefore 
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hope our work will be a methodological and conceptual groundwork for studying 

future advancements in the management of the interplay between organisations, 

technology, and people: the latter being the real driver to which technology shall 

be conjugated.  
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Appendix - Interview questions 

 
 
QUESTIONS ABOUT SUCCESS 

1. What was the motivation for the Bank’s Digital Transformation initiative?  

What benefits did you expect to achieve? 

2. Now that the Digital Transformation program has begun, what have been 

the main benefits that the Bank has realized as a direct result of the Digital 

Transformation?  What additional future benefits do you expect for the 

Bank? 

3. Have there been any negative consequences to the Digital Transformation? 

4. What are the five most important factors that have led to a successful 

Digital Transformation at the Bank? (e.g. people, processes, etc.) 

5. Based on your experience with the Digital Transformation, would you do 

anything differently if you were to be involved in another digital 

transformation? 

 
 

IT GOVERNANCE QUESTIONS 

6. Could you define what is IT Governance within your company? 

7. Could you classify the main categories of decisions about IT/ICT/Digital? 

[decision right] 

7.1 For each category who is making a decision?  

7.1.1 Just for IT Department/people only: What kinds of decisions are 

made by IT Department today? And who is making for each type? 

7.2 Who has input to each category? [input right]  

8. Could you describe the main roles and responsibilities of people involved 

into IT decisions? 

9. Could you describe the main mechanisms used to control the IT function? 

10. Could you describe the main governance  methods to reach the desired 

outcomes? (for example SLA, Budgets, specific coordination roles, etc.)  
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